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  In Defense of Evolution (2003, updated 2006)  

         Issue date:  09 Sept 2007 

Mark I. Vuletic                   Author of the italics text. 
                                                FutureLife’s reply in standard text. 
Please Note: 
The language I use is only proportionate to the attestations made within the original material by Mark. 
I sincerely hope that Mark will not take anything stated below personally, - he is merely presenting a general 
opinion that many evolutionists espouse. 
Thus any language I use is not directed towards Mark personally, but rather to the concept presented. 
I feel a distinct concern for atheists and most certainly do not hold them accountable for their views, but rather, I 
blame the utter incompetence, being a ‘dereliction of duty’ by all worldly Christian leaders when they give such 
a ridiculous interpretation of The Bible to dissuade sane minded people from accepting The Bible and thus 
creating atheists who are then by the necessary default, forced towards ‘evolution’ as the basis of their faith (in 
how humans ‘arrived’ on the scene). 
There is only one criticism I may level towards some atheists and this is when they state, or infer: 

“Evolution disproves the existence of God.” 
Those particular atheists who preach this seem to do it in a vain attempt to cling upon anything to personally 
validate/justify their opinions (within themselves), and as such just cannot seem to understand that it is utterly 
impossible to use evolution to ‘disprove the existence of The Almighty God’. Especially when ‘The Almighty 
God’ through Jesus deliberately used ‘designed-in’ micro-evolution to create the mass of variety that we witness 
along ‘a branch’. Something as a designer – I would be most proud to witness within my creations! 
 
 
 
Introduction[1] 

The world presents to us vast evidence confirming the evolutionary history of life, and nothing even remotely resembling a 
disproof of it.  

This is an errant statement - both because (1) it is misleading and (2) it is wrong!  
So not an auspicious start “In The Defense of Evolution”. 
 
Why is this statement (1) Misleading and (2) Wrong? 
Because there are two forms of “Evolution” being Micro-Evolution and Macro-Evolution. 

Of which one is this writer speaking? 
Because there is quote: “vast evidence confirming the micro-evolutionary history of life” is a correct statement. 
But there is zero evidence of macro-evolution but rather the very opposite, being distinct jumps between species 
(I am fully aware of all the escape-clauses used to justify what could be termed ‘blind faith’ – being “blind” only 
because: 

(1) there is zero evidence = not there and hence ‘the holes’ we witness at branch bases, and  
(2) advocates were not there to witness it with ‘recording machines’!). 

And what is the definition of a species? 
One definition tells us that breeding separates the two types of species. Fine!  - Then I read in a scientific journal 
that up to 20% of a termed ‘species’ interbreed with another ‘species’! 

So where do we go from here?   
I just think that you cannot believe everything that any specific ‘authority’ claims - would be my understanding 
of The Evidence we witness being preached ‘as truth’! 
 
”And nothing even remotely resembling a disproof of it?” 
Again, of what is the writer speaking? 

Which type of Evolution?  Also 
Is he referring to scientific evidence, inside or outside their specific ‘discipline’? 

Has he looked outside science? – I doubt it, shown by his demonstrated lack of understanding here and later! 
This website shows by logical reasoning an understanding can be made of all the presented facts before The 
World – fully substantiated by “The Evidence” that I present, and invite the reader to reason upon.  
So after that opening, then I could ask: 

With what credibility can the reader hold to the substance of this piece, when the writer makes 
significant gaffs on this important subject? 
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This is an inexplicable mystery if, as creationists insist, God created the variety of life through a means other than evolution.  
Almost as many errors in assumptions, as the points being made! 
”This is an inexplicable mystery”    What is inexplicable?  And what is the mystery?  Why should it be?   
We have designed-in variety that we see through micro-evolution – perfectly acceptable which I explain later. 

But how do the evolutionists legitimately and credibly explain away ‘the holes’ between species 
without what I might term: “their rather large religious ‘leap of faith’ over the gaps”? 

”as creationists insist”    What does the writer mean? 
Is he trying to slur rational understanding with ‘cult wording’? 

I am ‘a creationist’ by the correct definition that ‘A Deity’ initiated The Creation process, but I most certainly 
am not part of the ‘Six human day creation brigade’ because The Bible clearly tells us by giving examples that 
this is not the correct understanding. Just because the ‘Six human day creation brigade’ exist only through 
personally not understanding The Bible; then please do not slur rational debate by labeling everyone who 
believes in ‘A Deity’ with the same tar brush (using the same expression of the author’s terminating point [1] at 
the end of this article)!  However for the correct understanding please see “Day” in Glossary. 
God created the variety of life through a means other than evolution. The writer is back to his old tricks within two 
sentences by mixing macro and micro evolution!  I would class “variety” as being micro-evolution and thus fully 
agree with the writer. But I would disagree with the writer if he is inferring (which I believe he is) macro-
evolution is responsible for all forms of life that we are witnesses. 

Further what ‘God’ is this writer speaking about? 
Could he be like those humans who do not know every fact that This World presents (as all of us)? 

But with this being true, then: 
It becomes incumbent for those who wish to speak off their core subject matter (being their knowledge 
base) to find out this information before they categorically state opinions “as fact” when it is nothing of 
the sort!  This original essay is a typical example. 

So it begs the question:  
What reference material have they used (inside and outside their discipline)? 

Thus I am concerned about the technique of wiping everyone with the same tar brush – without rationally 
finding out what ‘God’ they may be referring to. 
I would strongly suggest they gather some additional evidence that this website www.FutureLife.Org presents 
and then carefully reason upon this information to realize what this website presents is wholly supported by all 
the facts (being The Evidence) that This World offers as an entirety – provided people are only prepared to 
reason upon it all this presented evidence. 
 
Had God done so,  
How does this writer know one way or the other, to make this apparently rhetorical statement based as we have 
just seen, on invalid assumptions – because this person has not investigated The Evidence, but only the selected 
evidence he chose to investigate!  Filtering your data – before reasoning upon it, then results in erroneous 
conclusions! 
 
it would scarcely be possible for the world not to abound with clear evidence decisively refuting evolution;  
We now know what appears to be a startling empathic statement to be quite frankly ‘a foolish statement’ because 
there are so many imponderables that the writer has not defined, and disregarded so much evidence within The 
World because the writer has applied ‘tunnel vision’ and thus ‘doctored The Evidence’ for him to then reason 
upon – leading to an erroneous personal conclusion to force a maligned inference upon us. 
What I understand from the distinct knowledge I have of both sides, then I am perfectly content with The 
Evidence seen, that ‘A Deity’ did create the distinct ‘kinds’ and allowed the varieties to develop over the 
geological time that the fossils show us. 

So where is the conflict? 
Because what The World witnesses supports my understanding – but all The Evidence does not support macro-
evolution because of all the holes we witness in The Evidence that the whole World can offer rather than the 
filtered data that the atheist generally chooses to suit his (in this instance) preconceived conclusion! 
Being (1) no God, and (2) Evolution has all the answers. 
 
it would, in fact, be possible only if God deliberately rearranged the world after creation to make it look as though evolution had 
occurred,  
We have hardly got into this piece and already the writer has made wild unsubstantiated claims based upon the 
equivalent to quicksand – so how does he arrive at this conclusion? 
This ‘God’ has presented all The Evidence to The World and the writer has chosen to ignore the gaps in his 
evidence and utterly disregarded The Evidence presented elsewhere!  This website presents The Evidence for the 
other side of the argument the atheist tries to use, logically reasoned and stating all the support for what I 
propose. Consequently all atheists now have The Evidence presented – which they may now ruminate upon. 
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Thus this ‘God’ certainly did not ”rearrange the world after creation to make it look as though evolution had occurred,”  
because the processes used and what we presently witness now and through-out time in the records are exactly 
what I would perform as a designer (being my profession) allowing ‘base designs’ to ‘develop/evolve’ so that I 
could personally take delight in seeing the variety occur by itself based upon the original ‘designed-in’ 
mechanism to create just this variety – that I enjoyed to witness taking shape.  This becomes my portfolio that I 
can call upon for future work. 
So this atheist writer’s statement is utterly wrong – conceived to create an apparent problem with, in what we 
witness – when there is no problem! 
 
so that His poor subjects might be misled 
At present the only person misled is the atheist writer within his own self imposed ‘world of constraints’. Thus I 
believe he has created a ‘straw-man’ in which he now desires to beat! 
As this website elsewhere explains the following:- 
1. Atheists are self-duped into believing they are self ‘enlightened’ by disregarding that ‘A Deity’ exists – for a 
specific definable reason (to follow worldly wisdom). 
2. There is the vast majority of other equally-duped religious humans all through the various worldly religions 
who like this atheist have not (1) looked outside what they currently ‘religiously’ believe, (2) and not thoroughly 
tested what they believe and thus ignore ‘the holes’ – or make excuses for these holes so that they need not 
mentally trouble themselves over these holes in ‘their selective reasoning’. 
Thus without realizing it, the duped atheists are in exactly the same camp as the very people they decry!  
It being: “We feel comfortable in accepting what we personally choose to think is correct and disregard all other 
evidence” - for whatever constrained reason(s) they use. 
And as such both groupings are deluded by (a term used in The Bible) “The spirit of The World” – something 
that this website carefully explains. 
 
and thereby condemn themselves to an eternity in Hell. 
This is part of the same camp that the atheist writer has just parked himself into. “Hell, Sheol, Hades, etc” just 
mean: ‘a hole in the ground where the fleshly body rots away to nothing and remains in that state for an eternity’. 
Which clearly is precisely what the atheist believes. It incidentally is where all humans go at the end of their life 
irrespective of what they personally believe now – which does put the atheist by default into the same camp!  
However many humans assign things to this word “Hell” that are not present in The Bible, but are merely 
attributes given so that worldly religious leaders had a means of extracting money from their duped followers – 
to escape purgatory, being something that in reality does not exist. 
I fully explain this on the website and most certainly do not propose to repeat it verbatim here. 
 
In other words, assuming God exists in the first place,  
I never assume anything as a conclusion – it must be based upon multiple cross-supporting evidence that 
produces a logical and thus solid result (similar to diamond structure).  I will let you into a secret. I have been 
called two things in the past (amongst other things!), (1) a robot and the other (2) “Spock” because I only come 
to a conclusion when all the facts have been assimilated and then I come to a logical decision without the clutter 
of feelings. So I am hardly likely to believe in ‘any god’ or ‘The Almighty God’, unless there was some serious 
and convincing evidence to form a logical explanation to support this understanding – else I would be like an 
atheist, as being the most obvious solution – I would even make Richard Dawkins look tame! 
But it is because so many people do not even realize they are losing access to the most important understanding 
available to them – let alone, understand the subject matter, that drove me to construct and to self fund this 
website to explain all The Evidence on this planet regarding worldly religions (and ‘evolution being another 
religion’ for so many humans as this original essay shows).    
 
either He used evolution as His means of creating the diversity of life on Earth, 
Again the writer is mixing the two types of evolution and thus confusing his argument. 
(1) Designed-in micro-evolution to create the variety that we all witness. 
(2) Macro-evolution is a worldly myth created by humans because there is zero evidence to support it. 
Thus ‘A God’ stepped in periodically through the millennia (eons of time) to kick-start another ‘kind’ of 
‘species’ upon which micro-evolution can create further variety in time as the fossil records show us. This is a 
‘designed-in’ method of producing variety within a “kind” of “branch”. 
Thus from (1) and (2) we do then witness the variety of life on this planet. 
 
or else He is an abhorrent liar and deceiver--titles which have traditionally been reserved for the Devil. 
It is fairly clear now the writer has finally ‘lost it’ – when he thought he was coming to his climax! 
I know that my God is most certainly not an abhorrent liar nor a deceiver, but I am very saddened that the atheist 
has been deceived by quote: “The Devil” (which means “Slanderer” appropriately used in this instance), because 
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there is so much ‘life giving’ knowledge to be gained from The Bible. 
I only ask the atheist to read the contents within this website with an open mind and fully evaluate its contents 
and apply the “What if … ” statement and see what drops out within their reasoning! 
 
 

What are some of the places where creationists should expect to find a smoking gun against 
evolution?[2] 

The Fossil Record 
One of the crucial predictions of evolutionary theory is that one should find a general progression of increasingly diverse and 
complex life forms when one traces the fossil record through progressively higher strata of sedimentary rock.  
Correct - that is what the evolutionists state! 

But is this what we see? 
Quoting Richard Dawkin’s on his two part ‘knock religion’ television program (incidentally the vast majority of 
it was fully justified): “Life progressively evolves in complexity like me walking up this steadily rising rock 
face”. But this is an utter lie!  This supposed smooth upward inclined rock face shown to us on our television 
screens, is in reality (by analysing the fossil records) actually having sequentially massive vertical faces that I 
would claim are not surmountable by a human climbing upwards unaided! 

So what fossil records had Richard looked at? 
Perhaps the only ones he wanted to look at and made mental jumps of faith over the non-existent ones! 

Interestingly Richard was correct in the religious subject matter but wrong about his professional 
subject matter – seems rather perverse? 

Perhaps ‘the distortion’ to suit a personal whim, being a typical human trait!  Sorry I digress. 
However has the atheist actually considered another scenario? 

Let me ask the atheist to consider what they may be skilled at. I would like to ask them to mentally reason upon 
these statements: 

1. Did you initially enjoy using this skill? 
2. The reason why you became skilful was because you enjoyed it and thus continued practicing this 
skill base. 
3. This practice made you proficient and positive feedback ensued. 
4. The result of this positive feedback was the creation of the skill that you were pleased to develop 
with the ensuing end result. 
5. You become pleased with the end result through practicing your skill base. 

Is this a correct sequence of events? 
You like doing something. Start off in a shaky manner, but with practice, become more knowledgeable, 
competent and thus skilful, so finally, you reach The Culmination of your abilities. 
If you agree with this - then for what logical reason do you shun the possibility that this is what precisely 
occurred with ‘A God’ starting with ‘a blank piece of paper’ being zero life on this planet, having some external 
guidance from a more knowledgeable Entity (perhaps what one might call ‘A Super God’) that gave the tools to 
this lower entity that I call ‘A God’. 
What I have outlined is no more implausible than what the evolutionist has proposed – both as being thought 
experiments because presently we have no evidence to differentiate between the two suppositions. 
Thus based upon the present evidence it may be called “15 All” (in tennis terms). 
Nothing to separate the two except one thing: 
I have provided an answer for ‘the holes in the evidence’ – that macro evolution is unable to explain – hence ‘the 
hole’ in knowledge supporting the evidence!  I invite the reader to read my essay entitled: The God of the Gaps. 
However this website builds upon this differentiation to cite far more evidence than the evolutionist can possible 
conceive or ‘bring to the party’ because they of their present deficient knowledge base. 
However I wish to expose this knowledge base to anyone who desires to read and understand it. 
Thus the choice is yours! 
 
This is not to say that major extinctions cannot occur, or that simpler life forms cannot persist alongside more complex ones, but 
merely that the more complex ones should not appear before the less complex ones have appeared.[3] The appearance of 
organisms in the fossil record should reflect the branching, treelike structure of evolution. 
This also fully supports precisely what I propose in my hypothesis, thus in tennis terms we now are at “30 All”. 
Except again, there are all those branches ‘hanging in free space’ not attached to the tree trunk!  But what I 
propose being the discrete jumps of a designer at work, and thus life advancement was able to make that jump 
upwards over the glassy faced cliff face that seemed not to be on Richard’s radar screen! 
So still keeping the metaphor of tennis scoring there is a possible of “Advantage to me” looming! 
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Thus, had God wished to supply humanity with decisive evidence refuting evolution, 
The entity that I term ‘A God’ had no desire to refute evolution – This entity was ‘designing in’ the micro-
evolution along ‘the branches’ and provided the macro-evolution himself, being the discrete jumps as knowledge 
increased that we see at the base of the branch. And thus continuing the analogy ‘this entity’ becomes ‘the 
trunk’. 
Thus this is precisely what we witness in the fossil records. 
 
He could have done so easily by depositing, preserving, and later exposing to paleontologists numerous mammalian fossils in 
the oldest rock strata  
This entity had no desire to distorting the fossil evidence of his learning process – why should this entity do so?  

So please explain? 
 
(no difficult feat for the omnipotent creator of the universe).  

Of Whom is the writer speaking?  
Is it the entity that I am speaking, whom I have been calling ‘A God’ – or just to clarify things another Entity 
Whom I would term “The Super God” being “The Creator of The Universe”? 
The reader must understand that the writer of this piece is not the only individual who is in error of his subject 
matter. His lack of knowledge I can well understand and (at this stage) most certainly do not hold him 
accountable, but what is inadmissible is the lack of Biblical understanding by those who purport to know The 
Bible. I must be very clear there is a very big difference between ‘knowing your subject matter’ and 
‘understanding your subject matter’. The writer of the Koran/Qur’an spoke of the Christian leaders of his day as 
being likened to ‘an ass carrying books upon its back’. The knowledge was there – but it was not being used. 
Thus I explained earlier, we now understand that the entity that I term ‘A God’ working this planet by putting 
life on this planet over eons of years had no desire to mix things up as proposed. 

Why should this entity desire to do so? 
Also why should The Entity who had The Power being Whom I term ‘The Super God’ want to 
intervene to do something like this? 
I would like the atheist evolutionist to suggest a supportive reason, else why pose it now? 

Let me go back to my claim that those who self-appoint themselves into the position to claim they know and 
understand, but actually do not understand. 
The confusion comes from their errant doctrine which comes from The World for The World. It is most certain 
that this knowledge does not come from “The Super God” because it is flawed and similarly has as many holes 
within it’s logic as does Macro-evolution. Not surprising really, because both ‘religious’ doctrines come from 
The World to satisfy The World to remove the true worship from us to “The Super God”. 
The most important thing to state, is the false conclusion religious scholars have from interpreting the Greek 
words “ho theos” which means “the specific god”. 
The religious scholars of the last 1800 years have always assumed this to be an ‘absolute pointer’ to what I have 
termed “The Super God”, however they have not understood this to be an “relative index pointer” as commonly 
used in software writing. Thus “ho theos” means “the specific god” of the context.  Thus with this understanding 
then we realize that “ho theos” can either mean “The Super God” or ‘A God’ depending upon the context. If the 
reader of The Bible takes this knowledge in and uses it, then the message from The Bible becomes like a 3D 
picture jumping out of the 2D page of The Bible. 
Sadly the atheist nor anyone else can see this 3D image in standard Bible translations because “ho theos” is 
always translated as “The Super God” leading to all the inevitable inconsistencies that this writer has picked 
upon (and also that mythical word ‘Trinity’). However the reader is able to see it correctly translated within the 
translation of The New Testament on this website. 
Thus from this knowledge again we see no contradiction in the fossil evidence nor why there should be any 
reason for any Entity to falsify The Creation event over the eons of time that we witness. 
 
In fact, had God desired, He could have inverted the entire sequence of fossils with no more than a twitch of His little toe,  
It should be coming clear to the reader by now that there is no requirement to falsify The Evidence. Because The 
God that I pray to, does not deceive nor falsify anything – but rather operates in Absolute Truth – only. 
 
placing all of the fossils of austalopithecines and rhinosceri in the oldest strata, and every last vestige of blue-green algae in the 
newest. 
The writer’s argument is going nowhere because I have already shown that it can be dismissed. The Entities that 
I worship have no desire to deceive or falsify anything – but only desire to leave everything so that in The 
Culmination, then all things originating from Them can be shown as being truthful and wholesome for us. 
 
Yet, when we examine the fossil record,  
Something I would wish evolutionists to do – without selective sight or reasoning processes to ‘force’ a fit! 
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we find a distribution that matches the predictions of evolution,  
No!  Let us get the facts straight – The facts lead the evolutionists to create a concept, that the atheists amongst 
them try to use to explain the diversity of all life without cause to using an outside intelligence having authority 
and power. 
Now I fully commend that ‘concept’ as being scientific – and I have absolutely no problems with it.  That is 
good scientific research in trying to understand how the mechanisms operate.  
But where I vehemently disagree is stating as ‘fact’: “Life does not require an outside Entity” when they have 
zero evidence to explain away ‘the holes’, being the various non existent ‘branch bases’. Thus this is not a fact, 
being incorrectly stated as fact, but merely an opinion because there is no supportive evidence to claim it as fact. 

So how can this be classed as scientific reasoning? 
Reminds me of the 1500s being applicable to the religious leaders ignoring the evidential facts of The Solar 
System and running on assumptions (which we come to later)! 
However I can show through logical reasoning based upon The Evidence that I can fill in these gaps that the 
evolutionist cannot fill in. 

Thus whose proposal is more credible?  Mine or the atheist using evolution? 
My supportive proposal is contained on this website for all to read and criticize!  But at least please read it and 
then reason upon it by using your ‘God given’ cognitive abilities – because that is what separates you from an 
animal! 
 
not one of the countless distributions that would not.  
Because the writer does not understand The Reality (through selective gathering of all The Evidence) about what 
he is writing, then clearly he is going to propose ‘evolution’ to explain away what he purports to see and 
insinuate non-evidence can be assigned to a ‘ridiculous concept’ of perhaps an ‘Intelligent Designer’ falsifying 
‘the evidence’.   
All these mental gymnastic concepts have been created by the writer to produce this “Straw man” to beat – that I 
alluded to earlier. 
 
Creationist spokesmen are forced to seize upon any ad hoc explanation  
I am a Creationist, in as much I assign Creation to an Intelligent Entity over many eons, but my explanations are 
anything but “ad-hoc” – moreover they more closely fit the facts that we witness distributed all around us inside 
and outside natural history. 
 
they can think of to explain this; for instance, that Noah's Flood somehow sorted the fossils into exactly the pattern expected by 
evolution, 
I do not state this!  I think that broad tar brush is being used again! 
Further this website precisely explains ‘The Flood’ exactly as The Bible tells us – and it is not quite what anyone 
of this planet states – but what I state is fully consistent with precisely what The Bible tells us (I leave the reader 
to muse on what that might be)! 
 
or that God, for some strange reason, decided to create life over the course of aeons in a sequence 
That is nice - we agree on something at last!  Provided we accept that “God” means ‘A God’ and is not “The 
Super God”  But is not strange because we are part of an unfolding Plan that this website carefully explains. 
 
 matching the predictions of evolution 
Oh No - we do not agree!  Let us be very clear about this: 
Evolution has come about as I explained earlier, and then this concept is used by atheists as a ‘cop-out’, being 
‘an excuse’ to explain away ‘the need’ to attribute the “kind’s of life” that we witness around us today and the 
extinct life we also witness within the fossil records, to an Intelligent Deity. 
There is nothing wrong with doing that – but then do not claim that it is ‘fact’ when the evidence still shows that 
it is not fact. But further, other humans like myself, can present a logical argument that fits in with what we 
witness occurring in many sectors of This Planet. But advocates of macro-evolution avoid this by censored 
selection. 
When in a tight corner like this, some atheists regroup, by slinking back behind their protective fence and 
‘innocently’ declare: “But it is only describing a scientific process”!  My reply is then: “Keep it there!”  Do not 
attribute things to something when you are not able – because that is not very scientific!  And not very wise 
when encroaching upon unfamiliar ground. 
These specific people cannot hide behind both sides of the argument when it suits them! 
 
(in either case, God presumably did not care that the resultant fossil patterns would cause us to be deceived).  
Oh - It is this straw man – he just keeps popping up!  I thought some atheists used this charge against religious 
people – but these particular atheists seem quite able to build one (or perhaps many) themselves! 
As I have stated earlier – Neither Entity has any desire to deceive anyone. So that is a false accusation!  Further 
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these Entities desire us to discover Their creative abilities being demonstrated as we witness – however it 
generates ‘jobs for the boys’ now doesn’t it and all those endless hours of digging and discussion!  Good for the 
furtive mind – I am not being sarcastic but sincere!  But please then apply your knowledge and ability correctly 
and not askew it through censored reasoning. There are several things I have suggested for the scientific 
community to act upon to assist their research and understanding based upon the knowledge that I am freely 
giving out – please read it for your edification (and a possible worldly doctorate)! 
 
Surely it is more sensible simply to conclude that evolution has occurred. 
Why – where is the support base for this conclusion?  I have demonstrated a parallel scenario that supports the 
facts more closely. 
Surely it is a scientific premise that you throw away a hypothesis if it does not fit all the facts rather than the 
selective facts, and adopt the hypothesis that supports the facts more closely! 
Remember - we are speaking about all The Evidence if you desire to make a comment on the existence of God. 
 

Let us now ‘take stock’ of where we are: 
1. We have a scientific explanation why we have the diversity of life along the branches (which we both agree) 
being within the various branches. 
2. We have the evidence (rather apparent lack of it) that shows us holes at the ‘branch bases’ (being truthful - 
with which we both agree). 
3. We have the atheists stating the holes in (2) can be filled ‘in time’. 
4. But instead of (3) I am already stating The Evidence is there that already fills the holes seen in (2) above. If 
you are prepared to look for it. 
However those in (3) are still looking in the wrong place! 
The interesting thing is that The Bible has already told us some 3500 years ago the order of (1) as I precisely 
explain in this website. No other religion has A Master Document that can come anywhere near to the precision 
of The Bible. Which has been verified by modern scientific research as I profusely demonstrate on this website. 
All I am stating is that The Bible is also telling us how item (3) was fulfilled and why it was fulfilled in the 
manner it was. Giving fundamental reasons and backup resources to add credibility to what The Bible states. It is 
this supplementary information that provides the guarantee to its claimed authenticity.  
So there must be a reason why those in (3) persist in ignoring the information given in The Bible. This reason is 
different for different people – based incidentally to the environmental influences they grew up within. I could 
write a book on what is perhaps going through the atheist evolutionist’s mind at this precise moment – but I 
really do not have the space here to digress and reason through it. 
So the reason for this gulf between us is purely environmental – surely humans with a brain to ‘reason 
themselves out from the environment’, is one thing of several capacities that separates humans from animals!  So 
that is all I ask of the atheist to reason upon all the information presented before you draw your conclusions!  
Else you arrive at an inaccurate conclusion – which is not a very ‘scientific’ practice! 
 
A second prediction of evolution is that the fossil record should yield transitional forms.  
Again let us get the facts straight: The concept of evolution is a creation of the human mind (opinions formed by 
the environment of those humans whose choose to operate exclusively within this environment) that people use 
to try and explain (from a scientific vantage point) how variations in life could occur. However atheists extend 
this human created concept in a bid to exclude the requirement for ‘A God’. Only because past environmental 
influences have skewed their reasoning. 

That statement is a fact at this moment in time – irrespective of what any atheist may argue. 
Ultimately we shall know one way or the other (as I explain later), but until then it is inadvisable for an atheist to 
state anything else – especially when people like myself are able to present a parallel scenario that fits all the 
facts that are in this world – rather than a fossil record, which itself forms a very small part that The World can 
equally offer. 
 
Evolution does not require the fossil record to yield transitional forms as plentiful as the stars, since the conditions of 
fossilization are severe, and some organisms fossilize less easily than others, but one would reasonably become suspicious if, 
after more than a century of work, paleontologists had not discovered any transitional forms at all. A complete absence of 
transitional forms, in fact, is precisely what creationists should expect.  
I am a creationist (as I said: - by the strict definition of the word) and yet I fully expect to see ‘transitional forms 
of life’. Thus the writer has sadly been wiping ‘everyone’ with that rather large tar brush again! 
Let me give the reader an example of two ‘evolutionary branches’ in the world of ‘engineering’.   
The ‘Chisel’ and ‘Screwdriver’.  The chisel has many variations from miniature versions to pneumatic road 
drills, all different properties and shapes for cutting wood, stone, steel. However likewise, screwdrivers that 
come in many guises Flat, Philips, Pozi-drive, Torx, etc. They come in different shapes and sizes “to fulfill their 
specific niche in the environment”. 
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The ‘transitional forms of tool’ come when a flat bladed screw driver can be used as a chisel, or the hole borer 
chisel for stone can look like a Philips screwdriver. These are transitional forms of tool. 
Now the interesting thing is when these ‘transitional tools’ came into existence. This time of transition was 
almost the instant they came into existence for their primary role, thus can be placed anywhere along the 
respective branches and likewise with ‘transitional life’ within the given error bands. 
Thus while the atheists infer these transitional forms of life were ‘the link to other branches’ it is only because 
they choose to conceive this particular scenario – effectively making the facts fit the idea rather than rationally 
thinking of an alternative solution based upon (all) external data.  That is rather like ‘cooking the books’ to suit 
an aim rather than being objective! 
The atheist evolutionist may argue: “Ah but, it is in the levels of the geological strata. One set of fossils is just a 
‘tiny bit lower’ in the strata than the other set of fossils” – So thus we can slide 10 million years between them 
and ‘force’ a position into our preconceived definition of the fossil ‘tree’. 

What point or points am I making? 
Let me only just list them because I am not prepared to write a book about each subject – I have more important 
things to do in life – for instance to spread “The Truth of understanding” rather than go over old ground. 
However I make this list based upon my age and wisdom and thus drawing upon personal experience. I can 
now be classed as ‘a man of the world’ in as much I have seen every scam going, deception employed, people’s 
characters in full ‘bloom’ both positive and negative. I have seen how worldly finances operate, projects funded, 
results required/fiddled, etc.  I also run a small multinational company that I co-founded, organized research 
projects, operated in universities projects, sourced EEC funding, also professional Chartered Engineer, manage 
projects, people and designers, design products that all the ‘Blue-Chip’ industrial companies around the world 
buy. So I do know perhaps a little bit about life. The wool is not pulled over my eyes! 
So I ask the reader based upon this wealth of experience just to consider a few things: 
1. Strata is mixed by geological activity over time differently in different places around the world. 
2. One example of transitional life form may be discovered on one side of the planet to another that it is being 
compared with, on perhaps a different side of the planet. 
3. Life is not equal all around the world at equal times (only need to look at evidence of recent times) and 
compare with Asia as being equivalent to Pangea. 
4. Who is carrying out the digging and subsequent research and what are their motives/allegiances? 
5. Who is funding the digging and subsequent research and what are their motives/allegiances? 
6. Fraud and deception driven by personal motives being practiced as we witness. 
7. We also have the preconceived ‘Holy Grail’ whose name is sacrosanct and those gaps just ‘must be filled’! 
In conclusion, all these issues add their own error bands, some defined and many just ‘quietly’ ignored – thus I 
ask the reader – now consider what the writer is prepared to show below, when placed within the plethora of 
examples available sectioned above to create a massive matrix of possibilities! 
This is a critical statement for life in general: In all our reasoning we must understand the motive – then you 
can understand the result!  From knowing these two things an accurate conclusion can then be drawn. 
I rigorously apply this understanding to scientific research and also to what I read in The Bible.  I then draw 
what I consider to be an accurate conclusion. 
With that background of reality operating within this present world - let us now read on – having replaced our 
‘rose coloured glasses’ with ‘investigative glasses’! 
And now getting back to reality, let me agree with the writer that fossilization is severe for mollusks and those 
animals without ‘calcium based attributes’, but for those animals that have calcium based attributes then I would 
expect to see all forms of transitional states especially so when we see plenty of variety along a branch. Seems 
logically perverse does it not?  The atheist must be very careful if they try to suggest a step change is implied 
because elsewhere they state these changes occur over many millions of years!  Answered by saying “But this is 
due to the step change in environmental conditions forcing the hybridization to be successful” – “oh really”?  
Why should this hybridization not be successful without a step change in the environmental conditions? 
This is just a personal opinion only voiced as a desperate plea on the atheist’s behalf (and not to be derogatory): 

“All I ask is use your brains analytically rather than just thinking of excuses - to excuse out the 
existence of The Almighty God – just because for personal reasons you choose not to accept The 
Almighty God exists! – Only because you are missing out on such much wonderful information!” 

 
 
Paleontology, however, has yielded plentiful transitional forms, of which a mere handful is listed here: 
 

?  From fish to amphibian: The fish Eusthenopteron and the early amphibian Icthyostega share so many characteristics 
as to constitute a virtual bridge between fishes and amphibians.  

?  From amphibian to reptile: Seymouria, according to Alfred Romer, "exhibits such a combination of amphibian and 
reptilian characters that its proper position in the classification of vertebrates has been much disputed" (Romer 1966:94).  
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?  From reptile to bird: Archaeopteryx displays a distinct blend of major reptilian and avian characteristics, and highly 
resembles the theropod reptiles of its time.  

?  From reptile to mammal: Probelesedon and Massetognathus exhibit both reptilian and mammalian characteristics. 
Probainognathus even has two sets of jaw joints (one reptilian and one mammalian).  

?  From hominid to human: The transition from our "ape-like" ancestors to us is so well documented in the fossil record, 
with so many fossil forms so clearly intermediate that, as Jim Foley has shown, even creationists cannot agree with one another 
about which ones are purely human and which ones are purely ape (Foley 2005). Such confusion, of course, is exactly what we 
would expect if the fossils truly are intermediates.  
 
So what?  Experimentation in design giving significant step changes in low level design.  But when examined at 
high level they only look marginally different giving the pretence of small changes.  Take the example of an old 
1920’s car and a modern 2006 car. At the high level they look similar being transitional forms (especially when 
you compare them with a bicycle at one level and a train as the next level – of which all do the same thing, going 
from A to B carrying people – important concept to retain). But I ask the atheist to ‘look under the bonnet’ look 
at the engine management system between the two examples!  One is almost non-existent, while the other is 
microprocessor controlled fuel injected!  Think of the external design input between the two examples over the 
intervening years – being the smaller step changes that required intelligence to make this occur. I am fully aware 
that this example straddles 3 dimensions rather than just a plane (2 dimensions) – but rather than try to fight this 
– take the blinkers off and open up your minds to other evidence that I present elsewhere on this website! 
Bring in all “The Evidence” that this world has to offer rather than cut out most of “The Evidence” and then 
make judgments about “The Whole” based only upon a small amount of “The Evidence” that has been 
personally censored for ‘doctrinal reasons’ to thus create what can only be an irrational judgment. It just seems 
so perverse and utterly illogical! 
So from what I have explained above and elsewhere on this website based upon personal experience I do not 
hold much credence to any cited worldly work – being the representatives of academia all having their specific 
‘axes to grind’, motivation either to the good, and sadly in many instances to the bad, being the basic human and 
worldly desires displayed!  This is merely an opinion based upon personal experience in several areas of 
academia.  True scientific research together with the results just seem to ‘fly out of the window’ when personal 
motivation, financial greed, pride, prestige, self-glory rise to the surface – which I have often witnessed – and in 
some cases to the detriment of many other humans who get caught in the ‘cross-fire’. It just gets “so political” 
and not the 100% honesty that we are led to believe that ‘true science’ should divulge. Like politicians – high 
ideals are espoused – but seldom reached!  The common denominator is human selfishness for self-indulgence 
practiced within many humans who having the expertise to climb through the relevant strata to become leaders – 
then abuse the trust of which their position demands. 
However after my little rant based upon personal experience within several different sectors of academia, then 
I will ask the reader one question: 

Is what described in my list above any different to a designer learning his craft? 
I speak from personal experience as now a successful professional designer taking mental concepts and bringing 
them forth into physical reality.  Do you not think that I have an inner glow when a new creation comes forth 
from nothing – because I have been personally responsible for the outcome?  The designs that I tackle now are 
far more complex than in my early days as a novice. 

Is this not what we see in the fossil record? 
So I ask the reader: 

How ‘on earth’ is the atheist able to categorically dismiss a Divine Creator out of the explanation? 
Because what I describe and what we witness within the fossil record is precisely what I have described in my 
own life – thus an applied verification rather than a mere hypothesis!  Replace ‘electronics’ with ‘life’ and ‘hay 
presto’ we have what could be attributed to the progressive portfolio that I could demonstrate based upon my 
experience! 
So actually the responsibility is now upon the atheist to disprove that there is ‘Intelligent Design’ rather than 
‘Creationists’ to disprove anything – because I agree with the evidence that the atheist presents as micro-
evolution in as much it supports precisely what I believe only because I witness it! 
Thus it becomes the responsibility for the atheist to disprove the contents on this website to then legitimise their 
stance that Intelligent Design does not exist, because I present a logical plan supported by The Bible prophecies, 
archetypical, similes of people/places/time/events all unfolding to demonstrate there is ‘An Intelligence’ 
operating to hold this Plan together through time and I explain precisely what that Plan is, together with all the 
supportive evidence. 
I have somewhat put the atheist on the back foot, because the responsibility now lies upon the atheist to examine 
all The Evidence (thus including what I offer on this website) else they are not being scientific by ignoring The 
Evidence!  Thus practicing what I claimed earlier – solely for ‘doctrinal’ reasons! 
 
If we look to some of the less prominent transitions in life, we find equally astounding transitional forms.  
I have already explained this earlier. 
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For instance, evolutionists have hypothesized that whales evolved from ancient ungulates.[4] Since the ungulates include such 
creatures as cattle, camels, and hippopotami, this is a hypothesis which many creationists have ridiculed, and virtually all have 
thought implausible. However, there is ample evidence for the transition in fossils ranging from Pakicetus (a land creature that 
does not look like a whale at all but has an ear region and teeth resembling that of fossil whales) to Ambulocetus (an 
intermediate with well-developed legs, capable of motion on land, but better suited to an aquatic life) to Basilosaurus (a primitive 
whale with small hind legs), demonstrating a full range of transitional characteristics between land-going creatures and whales. 
So what – this proves absolutely nothing!  Let me explain why. 
As a designer you use proven basic building blocks to achieve a certain result (being a portfolio of designs). 
Let me give an example that confers with the examples cited above. 
I would like to choose a rocket and a submarine.  I think these are suitable examples because like the whale, the 
submarine ‘lives’ in the water. And the example of the rocket being likened to land life (above the water). 
We have the submarine having to withstand considerable positive pressures, but the rocket negative pressures 
with different leakage criteria. 
Just as the examples cited above have common properties, then these examples that I cite have common 
properties:- 

1. Sleek shape to aid efficient forward motion. 
2. The connected means of propulsion to the environment is at the rear end of the two examples. 
3. They are hollow inside to carry things. 
4. Movable environmental couplings for direction control. 
5. There is an access hole in the side. 
6. A covering (a coat of paint). 

Now all these things have been put there for a common purpose, slightly different in shape but all functional to a 
certain degree. Now I include “A covering” for those evolutionists who just might state some of the things in 
‘evolution of life’ are not functional – so I put “a coat of paint” on the outside that may be functional or not 
depending upon an ‘environmental whim’.  
In fact I have a very strong case (in fact even stronger than the evolutionist) for these common characteristics are 
likely to occur within the time frame given of some several hundred million years because there is just that 
external Intelligence to induce/force/steer the result based upon the knowledge of precedence outside the present 
‘branch’ rather than the evolutionist arguing that these things evolved in parallel because the environment forced 
the issue – especially when the environment is different! 
Further expanded, if the same mechanisms has to be “re-evolved” down a ‘later branch’ – then there is just not 
enough time as the writer unwittingly alludes to later! 
Thus the evolutionist has some serious explaining to do to disprove that what I state, is not possible – especially 
when there is The Evidence elsewhere to substantiate precisely what I claim!  
Another example can be used to exemplify my argument. Take a bridge!  
It fulfils a need/requirement to enable something to cross a gap. It may take many forms but the basic concept is 
a span. The span forms a mechanism to allow ‘something to cross’ the gap.  This is no more than what this writer 
is suggesting in his animal examples. There is ‘a need’ and an external Intelligence ‘bridges the need’ with a 
solution. Just as we humans perform when we require to span a gap in the different environment. This is again 
my whole point. To get to the parallel solution in different branches as quickly as we witness in the step changes 
within the fossil record supports my proposition!  And mitigates against the atheist hypothesis! 
 
Given that creatures such as these, which creationists expect not to exist at all,  
Is the writer speaking of me here?  No need to add any more! 
 
exhibit obvious transitional characteristics and exist in the places and time periods in which evolutionists expect to find them,  
So do I - with my proposal of what really occurred (“really” because it is based upon all The Evidence). 
 
we again have no option but to conclude either that evolution took place, whether through God's design or not,  
Again of what is the writer speaking – he is acting like a politician and not with the precision I would demand 
within the scientific community, by being unspecific in what he claims. 
Please speak precisely and not give a blurred message so that people can weave, ‘duck and dive’ as they 
specifically see fit to suit their specific motive at the time! 
Let me be specific: 
”We have no option but to conclude:” 

1. That micro-“evolution took place through ‘A God’s’ Design”. Being ‘designed-in’ into “the kind” to 
produce the variety along the braches. 
2. That macro-evolution only took place through the specific creation of “kinds” by ‘intelligent input’ 
and thus delivering the step changes that we witness within the fossil records. 

 
or else that God created all of these creatures directly,  
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Again how does the writer want me to respond to this - in order to be absolutely precise? 
1. ‘A God’ designed-in the ‘enzyme shearing’ through the RNA to give us the variety we witness and the ability 
for DNA sequences to be ‘switched on and off’ within the genetic code of the “Kind” at the base of ‘the branch’. 
Thus allowing time and the environment to produce the changes that we see. 
2. Because ‘A God’ initiated this process, then all the variety within a “kind” produced in (1) above is also 
attributed to The Designer/Creator. 
 
transitional characteristics and all, 
As already covered. 
 
so that man might be deceived into rejecting the true history of creation. 
This is not the desire of The Creator. But only what the writer ‘desires it to be’ – else why propose it as being 
the only alternative? 
Let me explain what is occurring and thus provide that ‘other alternative’! 
There is The Creator of all life on this planet that I deemed as ‘A God’, being “the specific god of us”. This 
“specific god of us” is subservient to his Father being “The Super God” that I term Yahweh and others call 
Jehovah (depending upon the perceived pronunciation of the Hebrew Tetragram = four consonant word without 
the Hebrew vowel pointers so that in reverence to The Almighty God it was unpronounceable). 
”The specific god of us” has no desire to deceive any human and that is why a hand-book has been left to 
explain The Plan, part of which are these “closing days” of this present system. In fact it is through this 
handbook that we have been progressively educated from a high level point of view how life occurred on this 
planet. It was not supposed to be a handbook explaining DNA (though it does accurately speak of genetics in 
Genesis) else man would have developed faster than The Plan dictates. However Mankind is now gaining the 
technical knowledge to verify what was stated within The Bible written some 3500 years ago – long before the 
scientific tools were available. I explain all this within the website over many, many pages – and do not propose 
to repeat it verbatim here. 
Thus there is no deception because this was written in The Bible from the beginning of its conception. It has 
been given and faithfully preserved for our edification through centuries – provided you looked within it and 
reasoned upon it. 
However there are two problems. 
1. The atheist does not know where to look and thus gives up before really trying – because the environment 
condition’s his/her brain processes to do so!  Please excuse me, I most certainly do not intend to be rude, but 
everything the atheist is exposed to within this world tries to cover up “The Truth”.  It is like undoing a knot. 
There are many ways to create a knot, but only one way to untie a knot. Likewise with ‘truth and deception’ 
when trying to untie the knot of deception that is all too prevalent on this planet (from all sources – particularly 
religious).  All I am trying to do is excite/motivate the reader to gather more information and I am trying to help 
you by providing this information on this website! 
2. Some of the self-claimed representatives of Yahweh though knowing The Bible - which is pretty good by 
today’s standards, do not actually understand it and thus give garbled mysteries, because they are as much in the 
dark as everyone else!  The Bible terms these ones as being ‘blind leaders’ I quote:- 

 “The blind leading the blind and they both fall into the pit”! 
The website burns away ‘the fog of deception’ that pervades over all this planet and thus in the ensuing light 
gives a structured answer to “The Expectation”. 
 
 
Patterns in Genetic Material 
Had God created life through means other than evolution,  
Again we must get the facts straight. There is ‘A God’ of us who ultimately created us being The Culmination of 
life on this planet. This “specific god of us” being now responsible for us to his Father being The 
Super/Almighty God (Yahweh), began learning ‘the principals of life’ on the simpler forms of life that we 
witness over the geological time. As I propose – the atheist may find this concept difficult to accept, but to be 
logical, the atheist must put up a rational argument to disprove the existence of what I am proposing – else what 
I propose logically stands as equally credible as the atheist evolutionist’s arguments. Further as this website 
shows, I can bring in more evidence to substantiate precisely what I state here. Thus that surely then makes my 
proposal more credible than ‘general evolution’. This is still true even if the ‘branch bases’ were discovered – 
but they shall not be! 
 
He could have used the faintest whisper of His boundless power  
This writer has been so utterly confused by the worldly Christian doctrine which itself is utterly confused in its 
own right – in as much they proudly claim it to be “a mystery to them”! 
Thus I do have much sympathy with the writer’s knowledge base because of the inept nature/ability of those who 
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claim to represent Yahweh.  They just have so much to answer for! 
The Bible specifically tells us it was through Jesus that creation of life came to be. Thus it was Jesus using 
Yahweh’s basic building blocks (being The Laws of Nature) that enable Jesus to create and then experiment with 
the DNA to form the life that we witness today.   
 
to endow each kind of creature with a different form of genetic material,  
Yes and No! 
Again as I explained earlier the initial “kind” (as The Bible states) was created as being the ‘branch base’ and the 
switched on/off DNA sequences in any specific genome, together with the enzyme splicing created the variety 
that we witness along the branches.  This is designed into the branch to produce the variety along it. It now 
becomes the responsibility for the atheist to now disprove this whole proposal else it stands as equally viable 
(but even more so with the other supporting evidence) than macro-evolution with all its inherent holes – that still 
need ‘plugging’! 
See my essay on “The God of the Gaps” on this website that I wrote several years ago. 
 
or a completely different genetic code.  
Yes and no as I have already explained. 
 
But all life forms on Earth use DNA and RNA as genetic material, with a code that admits of only very rare and insignificant 
alterations,  
Exactly as ‘designed-in’ – just as The Bible so clearly tells us.  So that mutations die off and keep the “kind” 
wholesome and allowing the branch to develop to produce the variations within ‘a kind’ – just as The Bible tells 
us! 
I think the writer is just starting to argue against himself – because he is now stating that it is difficult for ‘branch 
bases’ to occur and thus macro-evolution is scientifically proved as being impossible on a practical ‘branch 
bases’ (within the time constraints given by the evidence of the fossil records)! 
Because to make ‘branch base’ changes you need dramatic step changes which we have just been told is not 
possible. But then we have the ‘excuse’ proposed that sudden dramatic environmental changes causes a crash, 
and created the space for new ‘branch bases’ to occur. And I say “Oh really – Pull the other leg!” – Where is 
your evidence? 
We are just about to go through another environmental crash caused by mankind – I am waiting for new species 
to ‘spring-up’ out of the debris!  Believe that, and you are living on greater (blind) faith than I am! 
I ask the simple question: 

Why are we humans trying to retain genetic code for the future in ‘safe reservoirs’ if our ancestors have 
a bright future with new material springing up after this cataclysmic crash? 

 
which is what one would expect had all life evolved from a common ancestor. 
Exactly no!  For the specific point he has just made one phrase earlier!  I believe that all atheist evolutionists fall 
head-long into this hole! 
 
There is, furthermore, a high degree of correspondence between molecular phylogenies and evolutionary expectations,  
Again we are back to what “evolutionary expectations” means, and what does the writer mean? 
Again being non-specific and thus hiding behind a movable façade of his own making.   
Again I need to break this up to explain “The Truth”. 
Molecular phylogenies – So what?  I agree with the writer this was ‘designed-in’ to give the variety of life along a 
branch!  Thus supporting micro-evolution!  So what is the writer saying to advance his cause to suggest that ‘A 
Deity’ had ‘no hand’ in the initial formation of these ‘branch bases’? 
Evolutionary expectations – The writer has such a fixation on “Evolution” that he writes it as being his god! 
I have no such expectations in evolution whatsoever!  My Expectation is for The Millennium and Jesus Christ’s 
rule that will soon occur. But that comes from something much greater than a worldly conceived notion of 
evolution to explain all! 
Mine is based on more substantive evidence than just mere theorizing about some of The Evidence.  
 
even for nonfunctional changes in DNA.  
I have already covered this. But interestingly the writer is not alone in stating “Nonfunctional changes in DNA” 
so does the writer and his clansmen really mean what is stated here?  It is now being recognized by the science 
community that the DNA effects cross links between many chromosomes to set up certain individual physical 
characteristics. Often DNA is switched on and off through generations and naturally across species to create the 
variety that we see. My point is that there is much apparent ‘latent’ DNA within the genome that in reality add 
tweaks to the overall operating system (through fine tuning) or further being the less obvious support structure 
that provides the longativity required for the overall operating system. 
So I find this statement of the writer’s to be - rather bold! 
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See also my understanding later on how and why ‘Junk DNA’ has occurred within the genome. 
 
Especially puzzling for creationism is the question of why these evolutionary expectations are borne out in the case of similar 
species living in similar climates on different continents: creationists should expect the DNA of such creatures to closely match, 

What DNA is this writer speaking of? 
It is just so unspecific, perhaps to stop criticism because nothing is ‘tied down’. 
However again this presumption of the writer does not support what I believe and is thus just another one of the 
straw-men for us all to beat! 
 
if DNA was designed for functionality.  
Again I have covered this earlier – I expect to see much apparent non-functional DNA (termed ‘junk DNA’) as 
well as the ‘painting’ DNA as I alluded to in one of my earlier examples. 
 
However, we find instead that these species often have DNA more closely resembling that of different species in adjacent 
environments than that of the similar species in distant locales.  
We are back to mixing micro and macro evolution!  The writer is speaking of ‘the variety of life’ that we witness 
down a branch.  I need add no more because we are going over the same old ground! 
 
The appearance of the similar species is the result of convergent evolution: 
Just restating to understand exactly what the writer is claiming “convergent micro evolution” and yes - I would 
agree with him! 
 
 the species have managed to adapt in similar ways to their environments, but they remain genetically closer to the different 
species near them,  
Exactly so - Because new ‘Kind’s were created being the ‘branch base’, and then allowed to roam the world and 
split into the varieties that we see to create the species we see along the branch in different areas of the planet. So 
I would appreciate the atheist evolutionist to explain to me how they can explain away the existence of ‘A God’.  
Because what the atheist evolutionist has just told me, is exactly what I would expect to see when ‘A God’ 
created a new ‘branch base’ (= “Kind”) and then let the ‘built-in by design’ mechanisms within ‘the kind’ to go 
forth and multiply (exactly as The Bible tells us) as a “kind” – just as we witness within the fossil record and 
within the living forms today!  
 
with whom they share a more recent common ancestor.  
Yes I agree.  What is the problem?   It supports exactly as The Bible tells us! 
 
The manner in which such genetic correlations match evolutionary expectations  
The writer just gets confused so readily, and he is not alone because it is such a commonly used phrase – that 
people now do not think about what they are actually saying!  This is very serious and profound – it should not 
be taken lightly and I give a couple of examples later to show where this (demonstrably blind) faith takes their 
reasoning! 
Already stated, the witnessed facts (in only one specialty) produced within the mind a possible hypothesis to 
explain the witnessed evidence (within one discipline). Because only those of experience in one discipline then 
only reason upon the single sourced evidence, thus the overall proposal becomes viewed with myopic vision – as 
tunnel vision, which is fine if they keep it there and they can ‘have their day’ (of some 150 years). But when 
their hypothesis is expanded outside their area of ‘expertise’ then it becomes shaky as other evidence shines 
upon ‘this house built on sand’ to boldly proclaim ‘A Deity’ was not involved. 
Thus the blind faith starts by that phrase “match evolutionary expectations”, because the hypothesis becomes 
their god in as much they try hard to work everything in their lives towards the goal of satisfying their blind 
faith.  “Blind” because they have not correctly researched outside their area of expertise through the now well 
practiced art of tunnel vision = “a specialist”. The tunnel vision comes about because more information is not 
gathered from outside their working domain in which to view The World without their god ‘Evolution’ – 
because it was/is to them ‘the god that produced them’!   Thus they rigorously spend time working for it and 
attributing life to ‘general evolution’ without rationally looking outside it (the Bible specifically mentions this 
aspect of ‘Evolution’ some 2000 years ago as a warning). 
Oh dear - To me that sounds like a religion!  Perhaps practiced more devoutly by the atheists, than many humans 
of the other worldly religions that we see practiced upon this earth who are utterly apathetic to the God they 
pretend to represent! 

What about examples? 
1. Sickle-cell anemia evolutionary beneficial because it stops people developing Malaria! 
2. Colour blindness has an evolutionary benefit! 
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I have heard both these stupid comments made on the basis: “It has an evolutionary advantage”. Try telling the 
sufferer that!   And that is precisely the point I am coming to. It is a “stupid comment” because accurate 
reasoning seems to ‘fly out of the window’ - just to follow their ‘god’. 
And I can almost feel an atheist out there in the world somewhere trying to spin ‘the increase of allergies in 
western society’ into an evolutionary benefit (The Emperor’s New Clothes fable readily springs to mind). 
The atheist evolutionist has been blinded to retort: 

“But it is not about the individual’s benefit, but rather the mechanism in operation.” 
And that is precisely why it is a worldly religion because the atheist has been duped by ‘the god of this world’ 
(see this website) to be dispassionate about their neighbour’s suffering through the broken, decayed DNA frame 
caused some 6000 years ago as this website so clearly expounds. Also to remove the concept of our Creator from 
the scene, about what he did to give the opportunity for his Father Yahweh to operate in a righteous manner to 
bestow upon us ‘The Expectation’ of something much better for the future, than that we presently have. 
 
is independent confirmation of evolution  
Absolutely not – as I have clearly shown here – and reasoned upon elsewhere on this website! 
 
that would serve absolutely no purpose  
I have just explained the reason why – to keep the atheist in a duped stupor through their ‘enlightened’ worldly 
reasoning, based upon their limited material arrived at by self-imposed selective filtering! 
I say that not to be rude, but only to hopefully awaken some of those humans who presently dormant, have not 
had the environmental influence to reason outside their present knowledge base. And thus they now have just 
that opportunity by having additional environmental influences to motivate themselves to look at the contents of 
this website and then carefully reason upon it! 
 
but deception in a world in which all life was created directly by God. 
As I have explained there is no deception in anything that originates from The Almighty God, Yahweh. We are 
told that His son Jesus (and our Creator) was “the image of his Father” and thus, there is no deception in Jesus, 
except a most profound ‘Principled Love’ to assist his creation to edifying themselves where able.  This website 
explains precisely how this was, is and will be achieved (because we are still in the middle of it – while as 
commanded: “To fill the Earth”). 
All things created by God (Yahweh).  Though I have stated The Bible distinctly tells us that Jesus created all life 
on this planet and is thus personally responsible for it – which is why he came some 2000 years ago to initiate 
the repair cycle, but this is not contradictory to stating: ‘Yahweh created all things’.  Yahweh created The 
Universe some 13.5 Billion years ago and His assistants, as sons of God were themselves assigned responsibility 
of sectors of The Universe (see the book Job.1-2). Jesus was assigned this earth within The Solar system and 
perhaps all other star systems in the Andromeda Group of Galaxies (each varying in size from 50,000 million 
stars to perhaps 200,000 million stars). Thus Jesus used his Father’s Laws of Nature as the precursors, being the 
basic building blocks of DNA to form life on this planet. Thus without these Laws of Nature and the assigned 
power base, then Jesus would be nothing (as he so often told us in The Bible). Thus the assignment of everything 
goes upwards to Yahweh – from Whom all things flow. 
The natural inclination of The Atheist is to ridicule this!  Only because of what the atheist has experienced from 
the environment of this world. This world has preconditioned the atheist to think like this. The atheist must 
get ‘out of the confinement of (essentially now knowing other information, then it becomes) their self-imposed 
box’ and start looking at things from a different viewpoint – get a different mindset. All atheists being human, 
have the cognitive powers of reasoning to do just this – so practice it – use these “God given” powers of reason 
upon concepts (that The Bible distinctly tells us – so that we are like our god - rather than like the animals 
around us)! 
 
 
Evolution and Atheism? 
Sometimes, especially when addressing religious audiences (from whom they draw the most funding and political clout),  
The writer is correct in the vast majority of instances in all worldly religions and it is no different to those in the 
atheist world writing books for the mass market for example “The selfish gene”, etc. These are all worldly 
religions in their own manner as I carefully explain elsewhere. 

So what makes me different? 
Because: I have funded everything myself.  I write everything myself.  I put in thousands upon thousands of 
hours in addition to my 50+ hour secular job as a technical director of a world leading electronic instrumentation 
company, plus running a small holding, carrying out all the menial jobs required, repairing sheds, fences, animal 
care etc, bringing up 4 children through to adulthood.  I also advocate that a True Christian should be absolutely 
neutral in worldly politics, because this present world is not a True Christian’s world and thus not be tainted by 
it – because a True Christian is awaiting for The World that is ruled by Jesus being The Millennium. A person 
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espousing True Christianity shows this allegiance by being utterly neutral and utterly detached from worldly 
politics as The Bible so clearly tells us. The True Christian must be utterly law abiding and not resist 
governments that are allowed by Yahweh to be in their place for the specific time allotted to them – all this is as 
The Bible specifically tells us.  Any departure from the above (unless you are asked to contravene Yahweh’s 
Laws obvious example is military service) is a rebellion against Yahweh’s principals of law and order. 
So I ask the writer: 

Why am I working like this and behaving like this?  There must be a reason? 
There is, so please read why on this website to find out! 
 
creationist spokesmen drop their scientific pretenses and reveal their narrow religious motivations by attacking evolution as 
atheistic.  
What a rant!  I am a Creationist by the strict definition of the word rather than its implied connotation and I most 
certainly do not drop my scientific pretences but rather embrace science only because it demonstrates the glory 
and magnificence of The Creator Yahweh in setting these Laws in motion at The Beginning – perhaps some 13.5 
billion years ago. 

“Narrow”  What does the writer mean?  Is it in the religious arena or inclusive to science? 
My point: 

Is the writer insinuating within the text that all humans who are ‘religious’ are narrow minded? 
Because if that is what I think is being suggested then, because I include the broad concept of ‘evolution’ as 
proposed by its advocates, then that has exactly the same connotations as a religious sect in the manner that they 
behave, then I suggest ‘people in glass houses should not start throwing the first stones’! 
Which leads quite nicely onto the last part of this sentence. 
“by attacking evolution as atheistic”   
I suppose that is true and applied by both sides!  It really depends where any particular person sits within the 
argument, and others as I have mentioned earlier keep shifting where they stand depending on how fierce the 
debate goes. I really want to be broad minded on this – only because I wish to be accurate.  
Yes - this is true and let us understand why. 
Let us first have a very basic definition: 

“Evolution” in its strict sense is purely a scientific mechanism that explains how variety of life forms 
could come about in a fairly controlled manner. 

From this statement we have:- 
1. The atheists hijack this ‘scientific mechanism’ as an excuse to explain away the existence of ‘A 
Deity’ (for a number of personal reasons – that are based upon both DNA and environmental 
influences). They ‘paper over the holes’ with unsubstantial and quite absurd theories, thus by so doing 
effectively place themselves in exactly the same camp as (2) below, being the very people they are 
attacking!  Essentially one of irrational logic! 
2. The six ‘human day’ Creationists who feel their personal belief is threatened. Sadly they bring The 
Bible into disrepute by their ardent behavior and I really would desire they read “Day” in my Glossary 
to find out what The Bible really means by the word “Day”. 
3. And then we have everyone in-between – including me! 

 
These creationists would have one believe that evolution presupposes and promotes atheism  
I am a Creationist and No - I have never said that!  In actuality it is those vocal atheists who use “Evolution” as 
‘a tool’ in an endeavor to explain away the need for ‘A Deity’ and thus make themselves feel comfortable in 
their personal presupposition that Yahweh or His Son Jesus do not exist. Thus “Evolution” becomes ‘a need’ to 
justify personal Atheism – so the atheist feels settled, being mentally comfortable/satisfied that things can be 
explained within their own mental framework. Being what they presently know and understand given to them by 
their immediate environment. This mental ‘trickery’ is the result of positive feedback giving off beta-endorphins 
as they become progressively more satisfied and thus more deeply entrenched in their own reasoning – basically 
by becoming a specialist. The definition of a specialist being: 

‘That you know more and more about less and less!’ 
All I am trying to do is to promote reasoning outside their own domain, thus to throw down one end of a rope to 
the atheist and then pull them up out of the hole that they are presently digging for themselves! 
That is why I am presenting this material on this website for scrutiny. 
 
simply because it contradicts their particular interpretation of the Book of Genesis. 
According to my book of Genesis written some 3500 years ago it correctly and accurately told precisely what 
scientists are only just now finding out with all the modern day scientific equipment (see later). 

Because scientific equipment was not around 3500 years ago – so where did the scribe Moses obtain his 
information? 
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Guesswork does not yield 100% accuracy in my experience of life! 
This website fully explains The Creation process in the Genesis account to show how it precisely mirrors what is 
being discovered today.  I invite the most ardent atheist to find any discrepancy between Genesis as explained on 
this website (see also later) to that proposed by the most ‘hostile’ atheist. 
Thus nothing is being contradicted - as proposed by this writer! 
 
Apparently they have decreed through their own infallible, godlike powers, 
Yes this is true for all cults and sects both religious and those who self-claim scientific credentials! 
And thus also inductively applied to atheists who, not believing there is ‘A God’ above them, must think they are 
godlike being at the ‘top of the evolutionary tree’ on this planet! 
 
that their human interpretation of Genesis is infallible, 
I have made the invitation to all atheists in the world – please look at this website and criticize. 
Please use those cognitive powers of reason and destroy my logical and inductive reasoning! 
What an invitation! – Please write to me – you have my email address! 
 
and that all who disagree with them must therefore be atheists 
By definition if you do not believe in ‘A God’ you must be an atheist!  They believe in ‘A God’, and the writer 
does not – thus the writer must be an atheist! 
Though not quite what the writer said – but nonetheless, I am reacting to his sentiments! 
 
and enemies of religion, 
Well as this website explains: All worldly beliefs (= religions including evolution by those who choose it to be) 
come from the world to titivate some member of the world (for self-indulgence), and thus contrive to satisfy 
those members within the world. They ‘evolve’ to fill some human desire commensurate with the need at the 
time (being self-gratification). Sadly while The World is under the control of ‘the present god of this world’, 
then these beliefs are for The World, principally to dupe The World into not giving due respect and reverential 
acknowledgement to Yahweh’s Desire of us. 
 
or at least the unthinking dupes of such sinister forces, 
We are all using the word “dupe” today!  So what does it mean?   
“Duped” means: ‘A human has been convinced not to consider all the available facts.’ 
This website presents some facts that the atheist has not seen before, nor reasoned upon, thus I can accurately say 
‘an atheist is duped’ if they do not see a requirement, nor a need to read all this website! 
Sinister actually means “On the left”, but I assume the writer has extended it to mean “evil”. 

“Evil” means ‘wicked, hostile, malicious, hurtful, harmful.’ 
Now as I have stated, an atheist who has no inclination to read this website can be accurately described as being 
duped by ‘the god of this world’. Now ‘the god of this world’ has absolutely no desire that any human should 
come to know of Yahweh’s Desire of them.  By not coming to know of and then practice Yahweh’s Desire will 
ultimately become harmful to us. We all, including the atheist will come to know of Yahweh’s Desire in The 
Millennium upon our resurrection and each one of us will have to make a personal commitment to change our 
personality from one of selfishness to one of Principled Love to edify our neighbour’s wellbeing. This will be 
mutual between and across all members of society. 
‘The god of this present world’ does not want this scenario to occur which is precisely why there is hate, distrust, 
crime based upon ‘seeking to indulge the self’. Thus ‘the present god of this world’ is allowing wickedness, 
hostility, harmful, hurtful and malicious acts to flourish - as we witness everyday.  
So in answer to the writer – spoken in accusation, is thus unjust.  Because ‘the god of this world’ is trying to 
blind and dupe people into not finding out what Yahweh’s Desire is of humans, it being: 

‘To live for an eternity in the most wonderful and righteous environment’. 
It does not happen today precisely because people are duped into thinking it is not possible and extending 
theories (outside their remit) to just consolidate this concept within people’s minds (being the over-used phrase 
“survival of the fittest” being ‘the best able to adapt to the present environment’)! 
 
which they alone have had the moral and intellectual fortitude to resist. 
A common but false assumption. Irrespective of what anyone says (particularly duped, thus worldly Christians), 
our moral and intellectual fortitude to ‘anything’ is demonstrated by works – thus showing commitment!  And 
that is specifically what Yahweh being The Judge within this present system (see website for full details and 
explanation) is auditing us precisely against His Desire as described within The Bible – as The Bible very clearly 
tells us.  For the second stage of His Plan for “The Restoration” as The Bible calls it – to take place. 

And what are we to resist against? 
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Basically any form of deception (that takes our mind from Yahweh’s Desire of each one of us).  We are given 
the tools to reason upon within The Bible and this website explains this and thus yields many more tools for us 
to use. 
Therefore it becomes incumbent upon each one of us to take up all The Evidence that this world presents and 
carefully reason upon it, because only then can wise decisions be made! 
 
Evolution, however, poses no special problem for the religious believer;  
Again it is back to that ‘ever-floating’ definition of “evolution” and also of the word “religious”. 
I am a creationist in as much I assign all creation ultimately back to Yahweh through His son Jesus, who himself 
created the “kinds” of life that The Bible describes to us. We then witness the ‘designed-in’ micro-evolution, put 
there so that we may have the variety that we witness along the branches.  
Regarding the word “religious”. I am not “religious”, because ‘a religious person’ accepts things as presented at 
their face value and does not reason upon them. The religious person does not look outside their scope, being 
their environment, to question everything they currently believe in, against all The Evidence that this World 
offers. I deliberately turn all conceptions upside down, to reason upon ‘what falls out of the box’ – basically 
because I do not believe in the ideas people tell me – without thoroughly analyzing them first! 
But the religious person ‘faithfully fulfills what their environment imposes’ upon their declared limited 
reasoning processes. 
Thus most people fall into this definition – even those who think they escape it – ‘having intellectual powers of 
reason’ – being enlightened!  “Oh – Really, then demonstrate it upon The Evidence presented!” 
 
most evolutionists have no problem reconciling their scientific knowledge with their belief in God.  
What camp does this place me in?   Clearly I am a Creationist because nothing is possible without Yahweh! 
 
Creationist leaders 
Does this website make me one? 
 
attempt to frighten the believers they address by pointing to atheistic evolutionists such as zoologist Richard Dawkins (1986), 
philosopher Daniel C. Dennett (1995), and historian William Provine.  
I have absolutely no desire to frighten anyone!  I just want people to investigate and reason upon everything 
presented to them and thus make an informed decision. It is interesting that many who do this, then become 
convinced by The Evidence especially when their initial objective was to disprove True Christianity.   
Thus my question is: 

Are present Atheists too frightened to do this?   
Do they excuse themselves by saying: “I do not have enough time for this”.  
Because if something is important to you – then you make time for it!   
Thus how important is it for you to find The Truth? 

Please read all of this website’s contents – if you are not too afraid to make time for it! 
 
Seldom, however, do they seem to mention believing evolutionists such cell biologist Kenneth R. Miller (1999), theologian 
James F. Haught (2001), or philosopher Robert T. Pennock (1999).  
Perhaps the people, being the examples quoted above, have looked at more evidence than the present atheists? 
Is the atheist too frightened to do likewise?  Then inquire by delving into this website! 
 
They ignore statements by church assemblies supporting evolution.[5]  
I would not give much credence to what virtually any worldly church assembly states – because they really have 
not much idea about what The Bible is teaching us – because they do not read it thoroughly, nor teach it 
correctly, nor practice it!  So that is best left as it is – just please leave them out of the equation! 
 
Nor do they point out polls that show that a full 40% of scientists believe that a god guided the process of evolution (Witham 
2002:54).  
I suppose that I would be classed as being part of that 40% of scientists who have taken the opportunity to gather 
the full evidence from this planet! 
 
Even many of those who believe that evolution proceeds without divine input simply do not understand what evolution is 
supposed to have to do with whether or not God created the universe,  
Well that is quite a statement!  Purely because it is the vocal atheists who use ‘General Evolution’ as a platform 
on which to excuse ‘A God’ out of existence to the general public!  So that is a rather ‘rich’ comment 
‘innocently’ (as I have mentioned earlier) draped across the proceedings! 
 
whether or not He forgives us our sins,  
Actually this is a two part operation where Yahweh judges at The Resurrection and Jesus plus his assistants, 
judge the remaining resurrected humans some 99.99+% at the end of their learning period within the 
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forthcoming Millennium!  This is specifically as The Bible so very clearly tells us.  And the writer himself 
displays his confusion within this statement, purely because he is not aware of the righteous logic that this 
website espouses to explain precisely how Yahweh righteously operates to create a most logical and consistent 
plan.  
Also because of doctrinal reasons, then the worldly Christians have not even the faintest understanding of this 
two part judging process, how and when it shall occur! 
 
or whether or not He was incarnated, crucified, and resurrected.  
Sadly again the writer displays his utter confusion on this subject matter. He can certainly be excused because 
those who are supposed to know, being those religious leaders who claim to represent Yahweh and His son Jesus 
– have not got a clue either and thus promote ludicrous doctrine as ‘gospel’ – only because they dare not think 
about what they are actually preaching!  I personally think most of these religious leaders do not really believe 
what they are preaching but merely present an acceptable face and just ‘keep turning the handle’ as a means to 
gain worldly life support for the flesh! 
I do not propose to untangle it here – but please read this website to understand precisely what has occurred, is 
occurring and will occur in the near future. 
 
While it is true that evolution knocks down one traditional argument for the existence of God (the argument from biological 
design) there are still plenty of other arguments left over upon which evolution has no bearing.  
Well what a retraction!  A weathervane in operation springs to mind over this whole issue.  As I stated earlier – 
the atheist pushes boldly forth and when it gets too prickly, then scuttles back behind their old favorite:  “It is 
only a scientific proposal” – and here we are – “as regular as clockwork” – to excuse an old English expression 
in these days of electronic timepieces! 
This writer has been attacking the concept earlier that ‘A God’ is not required in the creation of life and thus 
insinuated by extension, being ‘the thin end of the wedge’ argument that ‘A God’ or any God is thus not required 
for anything in our lives!  Being asymptotic to ‘ignore Him in our lives’! 
Sorry – and all that!  But that excuse does not stand up to scrutiny as many examples around us demonstrate. 
 
Apparently, what creationist spokesmen really mean when they aver that evolution is atheistic, is that evolution is incompatible 
with the exact doctrines which they have chosen to enshrine as infallible. 
Again it depends upon how a Creationist is defined. 
I most certainly agree with the writer if he means those who believe in ‘six human day creation’ period. 
But if the writer means someone like me who espouses: 

(1) The Almighty God created The Universe including the natural processes to form this planetary rock 
mass, 
(2) And the responsibility for all life on this planet that occurred through His “son of God”, being Jesus 
as a subordinate learning, who created the ‘branch bases’ (being described as ‘kinds’ in The Bible) 
through experimentation to create the higher levels of life form that we witness now. 

Then I would disagree with him! 
The confusion is brought about through some vocal atheists who promote the argument that ‘A God’ is not 
required because we have a (scientific) mechanism that explains away the requirement/need for ‘A God’ – which 
is sadly a demonstrable lie when the fossil record is carefully examined! 
Yes! - Many people adopt exacting doctrines, do not bother to investigate outside their religion, have not the 
desire to broach difficult concepts - and they are religious people operating within their worldly religions, some 
of whom are atheistic cosy within their own religion of ‘General Evolution’! 
 
Most people, however, consider it rather arrogant to declare that any deviation from your personal interpretation of a religious 
text amounts to atheism. 
What an interesting comment – because that is precisely how hardened atheists argue in what amounts to their 
religion called ‘General Evolution’ for the specific reasons I have given earlier. They state, and please let me 
quote this writer:  “matching the predictions of evolution”, then I ask: If that is not being ‘religious’ about accepting 
the perceived integrity of a specific subject then I do not know what is! 
It is written in exactly the same manner as a religious person would of their own ‘pet subject’. 
So I ask of the atheist - please explain to me what the difference is! 
 
But isn't the wastefulness and arbitrariness of evolution incompatible with the existence of God?  
Within the same paragraph the writer has acted like a weathervane and swung around again in a different 
direction!  And as we read later he just keeps going round and round!  He must be quite dizzy at the end of it all!   
So let me try and gain some control over this piece – so that sanity can ensue for the hapless reader! 
This piece also demonstrates very clearly where the delusion of ‘General Evolution’ takes us - specifically to 
fulfill the desire of ‘the present god of this world’, who desires to create uncertainty, conflict within reason, 
illogical arguments, unsupported deductions so that fog pervades specifically so that humans cannot see nor 
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understand Yahweh’s Desire of us all. 
So let me carefully explain what I mean. 
The writer deliberately leads in with this question so that he may dispute it at the end through ‘logical 
reasoning’.  But it is precisely because the premises that he starts upon are ill founded, which then leads him to 
the wrong conclusion – though his logic outwardly appears to be correct. It is this that I must unpick along the 
route of his argument.  And it thus demonstrates his true colours through his utter reliance upon ‘general 
evolution’ as being his religion, because he has not looked outside it and thus relies upon its answers to deliver a 
conclusion – that I shall show to be wrong! 
’A God’ that I term Jesus communicated with Yahweh and between them both stated “let us create man like us”. 
Thus this “man” creation having:- 
1. The possibility of living forever (like gods) because of the self repair mechanisms built into the human 
genome (now lost – this website explains precisely how with evidence), rather than the animals that were dying 
around this ‘new creation to be called Human’. 
2. This Human entity was also given cognitive ability to recognize Jesus and Yahweh as extraterrestrial Entities 
worthy of praise. No animal was/is able to do this. 
3. This Human entity also had the ability to make ‘moral decisions’ of what was ‘right and wrong’. Again no 
animal was/is able to do this. Animal judgment was/is based upon programmed instinct. 
4. The ability to reason upon abstract concepts (perhaps it could be argued either way: evolution and deities?) 
These four specific things made humans very different to the animal life around them. I also include humanoids 
within the ‘animal life’ living at the time around this ‘created pair of specific human entities’ of 6000 years ago. 
The humanoids before these humans of 6000 years ago were only ‘pre-human prototypes’ that physically looked 
like humans, but only having all the basic mental animal characteristics, put together within a fleshly frame 
destined for everlasting death – because these humanoids had not the cognitive abilities to understand anything 
different (they were animals in mental abilities). 
Thus it was these four specific things that made “The Human”, being Jesus’ ultimate Creation. 
Understanding this now separates us from what we see in ‘animal life’ and how we must start making those 
‘moral decisions’ on how we should behave to our neighbour and further, how we should respect the rest of 
Jesus’ creations (again specifically as The Bible tells us). 
 
 
Atheists, naturally enough, tend to think so;  
Precisely my point, the writer is telling us that wastefulness and arbitrariness is acceptable within this world and 
thus unacceptable to ‘A God’ (implying that: If He should exist by allowing this to occur – thus by implication, 
He does not exist because we witness the wastefulness!).  But the writer and his ilk have missed ‘the point’ 
because their argument is based upon quicksand – through lack of all The Evidence, and what limited knowledge 
they do have is the only thing they can rely upon – thus this becomes their religion!   That is why this website is 
here to give and then explain all The Evidence to them – if they so choose to read it. But I give the very briefest 
of synopsis here, hopefully to just ‘whet the appetite’. 
The point they miss is not knowing, and thus not understanding ‘The Plan’.  The Almighty God (Yahweh) has 
ALL power in The Universe – The Bible tells us that His Name is: 

“I (make) become what I choose to become”. 
As simple and awesome as that single statement. 
Jesus the son of Yahweh is the one who assumes responsibility for his own personal creations (being all life on 
this planet), but so ‘Principled Loved’ ‘The Ultimate’ in all of his creation that he offered himself to balance the 
sin on an exact ‘like for like’ basis for each one of us – by giving us a ‘credit life’ based upon the selfless 
painful sacrifice of some 2000 years ago.  Most of us are not aware of it then or now, but will be upon our 
resurrection to then learn righteousness in a wonderful society, knowing what it was like during our present life 
and not wanting to go back to it again!  This one action then allowed Yahweh to righteously operate His infinite 
power to resurrect each one of us to what effectively will become “The 2nd part of our present life”, being 
‘personality clones’ (through retained synapse mapping – just as I program electronic memories today) placed 
within a perfected DNA body – that will operate just like the body that Adam and Eve originally had, and thus 
will have the possibility of living forever because what is now the ‘Junk DNA’ will have been repaired so that all 
the ‘system support’ mechanisms are fully operational to achieve that goal. 
But while our bodies have been RESET, our minds have not, and thus must be re-educated – which is possible 
by ‘the learning process’ – if the individual so desires. But Yahweh’s Decree ‘on sin’ has never been repealed 
nor will it ever be removed – because Yahweh ultimately desires all forms of life having cognitive abilities (thus 
like humans) in His Universe to voluntarily, without duress to ‘Principal Love’ their neighbour. Thus edify their 
neighbour before themselves - mutually . Thus this ultimate Desire of Yahweh is the exact opposite to what 
presently occurs within This World (being a pariah planet and thus in quarantine to extraterrestrial forms of 
intelligent life), and to what ‘General Evolution’ espouses (by inference). All this degeneration within The 
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World that we presently witness is precisely what ‘the present god of this world’ desires to occur (as I explain far 
more deeply within this website – also see Glossary), but desires “The Truth” to be hidden – to create the mass 
of confusion that we witness today!  That is why you must search for it!  I also explain precisely on this website 
why you must search for it now within our present system – being for the most logical fundamental reasons.  
Thus Yahweh, and our direct creator Jesus, desire a harmonious society where: 

Everyone is working hard to edify their neighbour’s well-being. 
Now this most brief of synopsis could be rightfully ignored – if I could not support this with ‘hard evidence’. 
The Evidence I use is what I would term ‘The fossil record of The Bible’ being the prophecies, archetypical, 
similes, accounts of people, events, places, times throughout the last 6000 years faithfully recorded to 
demonstrate this ‘fossil record’ showing The Plan (just like micro-evolution in paleontology) that which may be 
scrutinized to show ‘a plan’ that no human or group of humans working in concert could organize, not only just 
in any one time frame but through six millennia as The Bible clearly explains. 

However this Bible ‘fossil record’ has no gaping holes within it – it continuously ‘evolves’ according to 
Yahweh’s Desire! 

We are coming close to the end of the 1st part of The Plan – but not quite there yet, because The Gospel Age has 
yet to finish – so there is still a place for you, being a most wonderful Prize that The Bible speaks of available to 
a few people (and it is so much better than just a resurrection into ‘the 2nd part of your life’ – explained 
elsewhere). 
Now we have a platform which gives the most brief outline of Yahweh’s Truth then let us now proceed.  
 
but for the believer, the wastefulness and arbitrariness of evolution can present no special problem not already presented by the 
events of everyday life.  
This is grossly wrong.  Many people irrespective of whatever their religious belief might be, abhor what occurs 
today. And thus just because we are forced by circumstance to live in a disgusting system under the inept 
management structure of ‘the present god of this world’ then it is a fallacy to use something we find detestable as 
being used to make what is no more than a ‘General Theory’ acceptable!  It is like stating just because apples 
grow on trees, then oranges are apples – it is an absurd statement to make – just so illogical! 
This is not the first time in an essay I have had to bring up this issue with regard to ‘General Evolution’. 
 
Consider, for instance, the wastefulness and arbitrariness present in the rape and murder of a child:  
I do - and that is why I yearn for The Millennium operating under Christ Jesus’ wonderful rule and why I work 
so hard on this website to bring people into the knowledge of it, to promote that required ‘personality change’ 
and so that they are not held back in the quicksand that ‘General Evolution’ creates within the reasoning centers 
of our brain being precisely the quicksand that we read within the next piece. 
 
on the one hand, a person who is inclined to view such things as incompatible with the existence of a loving god is already at 
the doorstep of atheism,  
And this is precisely ‘just the thin end of the wedge’ that ‘the present god of this world’ uses to try and prize us 
away from coming to know and thus understanding exactly what Yahweh’s Desire is of us.  This example 
precisely illustrates the danger ‘General Evolution’ has within it’s believer’s mind and thus makes its disciple a 
‘religious person’ sworn to its doctrine until they know of something better!  The question is: Are they too 
frightened to spend time and look – and thus showing the symptoms of a religious fanatic who, let me quote this 
writer: ”with the exact doctrines which they have chosen to enshrine as infallible.”  There it is from ‘the horse’s mouth’ – 
so to speak. 
 
and will hardly be moved by the comparative tameness of the evolutionary history of life.  
Again mixing micro and macro evolution together – showing the religious ardor of the writer mixing the two 
together to form his own doctrine, one being demonstrated and the other ‘a giant leap of faith’ through the lack 
of evidence!   

And life being tame? 
That is precisely why humans where created 6000 years ago with just that reasoning faculty that animals (even 
those animals within humanoid frame earlier) to lift them out of the mire that we witnessed. And our ancestors 
chose through their ‘God given’ ‘moral reasoning’ to revert back to making ‘their own choice in life’ away from 
Yahweh’s Desire for all cogitative reasoning Entities within His Universe to then have a life span of an animal.  
We witness ‘the results’ of that decision around us today – that this writer has just illustrated with a graphic 
example earlier – to excuse/justify accepting the theory of ‘General Evolution’ being merely a worldly idea. 
 
On the other hand, it would be a sick joke beyond measure to suggest that anyone capable of genuflecting at the altar of God 
The writer is insinuating something that is utterly wrong.  He is insinuating that “God” finds this practice 
acceptable and if He does, then this “God” does not deserve anyone kneeling at ‘His alter’. 
This is an utter lie, and gross distortion which needs to be fully explained! 
Yahweh and Jesus find the myriad of practices operating within this world an utter detestation.  
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Anything other than edifying your neighbour over one’s self is a sin. This must be mutual in the righteous 
society. We learn how to instill this within our being, by coming to learn of what Yahweh’s Desire is for us.  
Please read Mark.12v30-31 to find how we exactly how we all must instruct our lifestyle, being a transformation 
of personality from what we presently are.  
So the atheist correctly asks – why then does this still occur? 
For the following reasons: 
1. Yahweh has The Ultimate Power to redress everything – The Bible calls this period The Restoration = The 
Millennium. 
2. We humans have freedom and voluntarily choose to behave as we do within the confinements of our 
environment (more profound than just as read). 
3. We humans now learn what society is like operating under (2). 
4. Because from (3) we are alien to Yahweh then we have forfeited any right to live and contaminate Yahweh’s 
Universe, thus we become like animals were/are and die everlasting. 
5. Because our Creator Jesus could see some future in elements of his Ultimate Creation, he stepped-in to 
become The Ransom Sacrifice, providing The Underserved Gift to enable Yahweh to righteously operate (1). 
6. Because of (5), then (4) becomes repealed and thus just becomes what I now term ‘the 1st part of our life’, and 
thus ‘the 2nd part of our life’ is the resurrection into a perfect DNA body that Adam and Eve originally had with 
the perfected Junk DNA now fully functional, but The Restoration comes about by reforming our mindset. The 
reader must understand that the ‘synapse construction mapping’ has been retained by Yahweh (just as I am able 
with silicon memories – that Darwin could not even dream about in his day), and this mapping (being the 
connections/presence and weighting as ‘the strength of the synapse’ connection) thus when this is down-loaded 
into a new perfected body then we become the perfect clone of what we were in the 1st part of our life, retained 
memories and personality. It will be – just as The Bible tells us having been “Asleep”. 
7. Because of (3), we then (2) in this new society where people are coerced/cajoled to take up righteousness 
under new system management of Jesus and his 144000 assistants that The Bible so clearly tells us.  
Also what is now ‘the present god of this world’, this entity will be constrained in The New System of The 
Millennium so that he does not deceive people with demonstrable errant myths and worldly theories as he is 
presently doing. Only because now people are ‘acting out their voluntary right’ to be deceived by floundering 
about in the darkness – hoping to hit something substantial! 
At present we are still in part (2) and (3) of The Plan and learning to hate it, so that when we have an opportunity 
to reform our lifestyle in (7) then we successfully do so.  Thus as The Bible said right in the beginning ironically 
by ‘the present god of this system’, “knowing both good and evil” we can righteously/equitably make a personal 
individual decision (and not one made for us by someone else - being Adam and Eve) – thus it being our own 
decision whether we choose to live a righteous life and thus live forever (and intermingle with other forms of 
Life in the rest of The Universe) or reject it and face our final death being annihilation that The Bible terms “The 
2nd Death”. 
 
after considering the rape and murder of a child could possibly have his or her faith shaken by the cruelty of the evolutionary 
process.  
When you start to understand Yahweh’s Plan as it is fully explained within The Bible, then you start to realize 
how ridiculously lost this writer and his ilk are within their reasoning processes. I feel so utterly sad for them 
because they are presently missing out on some wonderful knowledge that I fully explain being all the support 
structure of the ‘fossil remains’ and show how they all link together to form this most wonderful Master Plan for 
ultimate salvation. 
I just do not feel moved to comment further on this quotation – it does not warrant such attention. 
 
As far as the matter of atheism versus theism goes, the wastefulness and arbitrariness of evolution is either redundant or 
irrelevant. 
And there we have it!  A blind dispassionate view on life!  Being the absolute opposite to what our creator Jesus 
demonstrated for his Ultimate Creation (as I explain later). 

Can the reader now see how this ‘General Theory’ having substance in micro-evolution (because this 
was designed-in) has been hijacked to create The Myth of macro-evolution to create by inference this 
hurtful, distasteful view on life – as we have just been told? 

Because it suits the purpose of ‘the present god of this world’ to allow the creation of half-lies from truths and 
thus to sow ‘the seeds of deception’ so that people have this distasteful view on life and thus draw us away from 
understanding Yahweh’s Desire of us. This entity is a past master at deception and continues to fool The World 
at large in all forms of worldly religion. And sadly because these worldly religions become part of a universal 
acceptance, then some people may become motivated to become more criminal and upset society even more – to 
create further distress. 
This writer becomes just a small aspect of my evidence that is part of The Evidence. 
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The Bible and Creationism 
Creationist leaders conclude from their interpretation of the Book of Genesis that evolution cannot have occurred.  
I am a Creationist by the strict sense of the word and the Book of Genesis is fully consistent with what we 
witness in the fossil record over the geological time as given by scientists today. I fully explain this in my 
commentary on Genesis – to be found on this website (and within the synopsis below).  
 
However, in doing so they presuppose that their personal interpretative powers are infallible.  
Just like those humans I suppose the author moves on to quote in the next few paragraphs as being ‘authorities’ 
on the subject! 
The quality of the work is shown by their fruitage – being how they present their case (and displayed by their 
lifestyle) to what/how their acolytes believe/act in their lifestyle! 
 
In asserting that God must have inspired the creation stories in Genesis, 
Which Yahweh most certainly did to demonstrably faithful scribes. 
How do we know this?  Because:- 
1. The factuality of their work (demonstrated by secular research). 
2. The prophecies/allegories/similes of people/events/places/times that the scribes themselves openly admitted at 
the time of writing - they did not understand what they were writing!  Now try telling a scientist that today. I am 
writing something down that I do not understand, but in 2000 years time it will be understood!  Scientists today  
would not do it because they would not have the confidence to do it – only because they do not have that 
working relationship with Yahweh through Jesus that these few scribes had (being the old prophets). But I show 
that what they wrote down (and did not understand) is a most wonderful plan that links together like a close 
fitting jigsaw puzzle. Understanding that should the individual pieces be amassed randomly – mean nothing, but 
place them together and you see the most wonderful picture!  I am giving you just that opportunity to see the 
most wonderful picture – please read this website! 
This knowledge shows us that there was, is and will be ‘The Intelligence’ to ensure what was stated has 
occurred, is occurring now and will occur in the future as stated. Because I have not been let down in what I 
have witnessed! 
Sadly anything that purports to be of human source does not fill me with any confidence – based upon personal 
experience! 
 
that He could not have inspired mythological creation stories for any purpose, 
The information given within The Bible is most certainly not a collection of mythical creation stories – as The 
Evidence documented and I give, fully explains.  But is written like this by the writer to insinuate that these 
recorded events can be accepted as being ‘just stories’ – without credibility. 

So who is bending “The Truth” to suit their point of view? 
 
and that He could not have meant for the creation stories in question to be interpreted in any other way than that which the 
creationist leader finds most intuitive, 
Well intuitive interpretation of The Evidence is not confined just to the people that the writer has in mind – 
another ‘religious’ group claiming scientific credentials readily springs to my mind! 
 
these creationists seem to place very severe constraints upon what God can and cannot do. 
Actually this is a correct statement of ‘the six human day creation brigade’.  But further, they ignore what The 
Bible actually tells us to assist in our understanding of what is really being stated. And more so, ‘the six human 
day creation brigade’ suggest Yahweh bends the Laws of Nature which is against His Nature, because He is an 
Unchanging God and Desires Certainty/Solidity/Foundation, which is not possible should He bend ‘The Laws of 
Nature’ when He deems fit – because this leads to instability.  Yahweh is not known for instability. 
 
Stranger still, these typically are the same people who loudly berate evolutionists for supposedly trusting human reason over the 
word of God.  
Let me clearly state I absolutely do not trust human reason over Yahweh’s Reason. 
My life’s experiences lead me to that very accurate conclusion! 
I have witnessed nothing in my life to indicate that I would be wise to accept anything else! 
Which leads me nicely on to answer this writer’s statement.  
Taken over the last 150 years the idea of ‘General Evolution’ has changed.  This ‘concept’ in human minds has 
changed, evolved by the environmental evidence to the point where ‘step change’ reasoning is being used in an 
endeavor to ‘cover the holes’ in the fossil record originally based upon linear change.  
But likewise The Evidence in The Bible has not changed – it has always been there, thus again rather like the 
fossil record, humans change their mind as more becomes revealed. The current hypothesis is modified when a 
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better one is presented. 
But just because humans change their mind, does that mean the fossil evidence is wrong or should be ignored? 
Because that is precisely what this writer is insinuating with his text with regard to The Bible when speaking of 
those who purport to represent understanding of The Bible. 
Now clearly that charge could be leveled at me! 

What makes me any different to those who have gone before me? 
Perhaps what I am offering is no better, and perhaps a good deal worse than what is presently understood by The 
World. 
Perhaps this becomes that golden opportunity to prove me wrong – why should you the reader, not be the one to 
do it – by researching what I state on this website and be that one who can claim ‘the accolade’ in destroying my 
hypothesis by the use of human wisdom! 
However to counter that, I ask the reader to consider the fruitage of what I am proposing and see if it stacks up in 
a logical, fair manner based upon everything we know within this world. 
 
These creationists do not seem to realize that their judgment that Genesis is the word of God, and their judgment about how 
Genesis is to be interpreted, both are products of their own distinctly human reasoning.  
As I suspected, the double swipe comes into operation, by using ‘the messenger’s incompetence’ to try and 
damage The Source of their reasoning. Thus I just rebound it back to the writer, being the evidence that we 
witness over time, how paleontologists changed their mind as more understanding came ‘to light’, but people did 
not rubbish or question the source being the fossils themselves (except those to whom perhaps this writer is 
specifically targeting this material). 
So the writer should be very careful because he has just destroyed his own argument if we apply like for like! 
Because that is the specific point made in the previous section so reasoning like that then “People in glass houses 
should not start throwing stones!” 
 
To reason is inescapable, whether there is a god or not. 
Yes I do agree, but tempered by looking at the fruitage of ‘the reasoning’ – it must be consistent with all The 
Evidence available - especially if one moves outside one arena to another by using the same old argument 
without the benefit of new input which the new landscape provides!  I am trying to present that new vista! 
 
Hence, instead of immediately declaring our first impressions about the Book of Genesis to be infallible, 
Why should we not declare Genesis as being infallible when ALL available evidence cannot refute what it 
states? 
Can the atheist show me just one verse that demonstrates it to be fallible – I demand that they do – else be silent! 
 
and then refusing to budge regardless of evidence, 
What evidence - please show me – you have my email address – contact me and explain precisely where it is 
possible to demonstrate Genesis to be fallible as postulated here. 
All I can state is this writer must be reading a different Genesis account to the one I read! 
 
let us not be afraid to embrace the faculty of reasoning which,  
This is what I implore, beg the reader to do, particularly the atheist so that I may explain their misunderstanding. 
 
if God exists,  
This website proves by logical deduction from The Evidence that both Yahweh and Jesus exist to assist those 
who desire to ultimately imitate Jesus in their life.  
 
can have come from no one but Him.  
Silver tongued words, laced with deception (and having cynicism woven within them)! 
Clearly as this website espouses, the ‘faculty of reason upon concepts’ which demonstrably separates us from 
animals, came from Yahweh through Jesus using The Laws of Nature. This is specifically as The Bible tells us. 
We were a creation very different from all other forms of ‘branch base’ creations – being The Culmination of 
Jesus’ creative task of all forms of life on this planet over geological time. 
  
Let us consider what our most cautious scholarship tells us at this point about the creation stories in the Book of Genesis. 
Personally I would rather not – these worldly scholars really have not much idea and just create ideas to gain a 
worldly doctorate which has no substance in Yahweh’s eyes.  
Sadly I am forced to use much of this website in unraveling the tangled mess that these self-claimed 
representatives create for ‘the masses’, so that I may produce the most coherent and righteous plan – directly 
from The Bible and fully supported by The Bible with multiple quotations within context. Thus I am most 
desirous for these self-claimed representatives to contact me so that I might straighten out their illogical worldly 
Christian doctrine! 
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The Bible tells us in several places that Yahweh through Jesus has no interest in what “the ‘wise-men’ of the 
world” are able to deliver (being ‘enlightened thought’), but rather these Entities (Yahweh and Jesus) are looking 
at what motivates the individual, being how they take-up The Word of God in their life. 

 Jesus’ disciples had no worldly scholarship! 
For The Bible quotes the Pharisees saying of the apostles “Where has all their learning come from?”   
This learning came directly from Yahweh and not from The World, because these disciples had Yahweh working 
directly through them to the people around about, (just as He did with the Old Testament Scribes). 

Why? – Only because these individuals were utterly sincere and dedicated their life to fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Desire of them – being precisely so. 

So after that - why should I desire to entrust these scholars to anything?  Look at their fruitage, being ‘the guide’ 
that Jesus gave to us, and we are all able to look at the fruitage of ones like these scholars being all the 
misinformation over the decades and then compare it with the fruitage that this website delivers. It is this fruitage 
that Yahweh is looking at from humans and nothing else! 
 
The current consensus among biblical scholars regarding the first five books of the Bible is embodied in what is known as the 
Documentary Hypothesis. 
I am sure it is – that is what it is, and how it will stay, until in The Millennium it is demonstrated to be utterly 
wrong! 
 
For the purposes of our discussion, we need only note that the Documentary Hypothesis detects the hands of four distinct 
authors (or sets of authors) in the Book of Genesis; these authors are abbreviated to J, P, E, and R, for reasons we need not 
get into. According to Richard Elliott Friedman, P is responsible for the first creation story in Genesis, which runs from 1:1 to 2:3, 
and J is responsible for the second one, which runs from 2:4b to 25 (Friedman 1996:246). When P wrote his account, he was 
apparently familiar with, and in fact following a synthesis of, J and E (JE) which contained the J creation story (Friedman 
1996:188). But P was intended as an alternative to, not a supplement of, JE (Friedman 1996:188-206). A later editor (R) fused 
together the JE and P accounts while adding a few sentences of his own. If you have ever noticed how uneasily Genesis 1:1-2:3 
and Genesis 2:4-2:30 sit together, and how different they sound from one another, this is why: they are, in fact, two distinct 
creation stories, the former being written as a later alternative to the latter.[6] 
Do not even waste you time reading it!  Should I have some spare time I might launch an attack into it – when I 
can motivate myself on such rubbish! 
Genesis the first book of The Bible, was written by Moses in The Wilderness under the direct inspiration of 
Yahweh some 3500 years ago. 
The passages were written by exactly the same person but from a different angle as I carefully explain elsewhere 
on this website. Quite simply, the first section was Creation from outside the creative process, and the second 
section was written viewed from inside the creative process – being from The Human perspective to give us a 
3D understanding from two 2D pieces of text.  Sadly these worldly scholars really have so much time on their 
hands like ‘those of old’ trying to reason upon how many ‘angels could dance on a pin-head’. ‘Those of old’ 
were no different then to those living today.  Just people with too much time on their hands, not interested in 
fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of them. This website fully explains exactly what Yahweh’s Desire is of them – so 
they now have no excuse! 
 
It is, of course, always possible with sufficient ingenuity to interpret any two passages of any two texts so that they form a single 
narrative, and this is the standard strategy among creationists with respect to the J and P creation stories. The question is 
whether this is the right strategy. Supposing God had wished to give us the one true account of creation, and that it was an 
important matter for salvation, why would He give what creationists consider the first part of the story to J, later give what 
creationists consider the second part of the story to P (even though P was trying to write something to replace JE), and then 
leave it to the human ingenuity of R to later fuse the two accounts together as well as he could? If it were important to God that 
intelligent people believe the creationist interpretation of Genesis, wouldn't He give the entire account to a single person all at 
once (like to Moses, as tradition has it)? Instead, we are left with a process that has all of the hallmarks of human political 
maneuvering and none of the appearance of inspiration by God. 
I would normally spend much time on a subject to break it down – if it was worth it, as I demonstrate with this 
whole essay, but this last section does not even merit that attention! 
 
The problem is exacerbated when we notice that some of the statements in Genesis directly contradict modern science beyond 
evolution.  
Absolutely nothing in Genesis is directly or indirectly contradicted by modern science but rather science directly 
supports everything Genesis states. So let us carefully go through the examples given by the writer: 
 
Genesis 1, for instance, places waters above the stars,  
No it most certainly does not – but merely ‘the spin’ that the writer chooses to place upon the writings. 
However if the reader carefully reads the piece (and not assign invalid assumptions) then he/she will find 
Genesis runs like this: 
1v1 Created heavens (plural means all zones above the surface of the earth = The Universe) then created the earth. 
Thus as scientists state 13.5 billion years the Universe and later, we have 4.5 billion years for the earth – thus supported by science as having 
occurred in this sequence. 
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1v2 The earth was a wasted void and darkness was on the earth - because the sun was a cold giant before it started an 
exothermic reaction and The Earth was solidifying as a solid object – thus supported by science as having occurred in this sequence. 
1v3 And God said let there be light - and so the sun began its exothermic reaction – thus supported by science as having occurred in 
this sequence. 

Now we move to the earth as ‘a 3rd person, passive observer’ on the now solid earth writing down what is being seen on the earth. 
1v4-5 And God divided day and night - because the sun had started to shine on a revolving earth – thus supported by science as 
having occurred in this sequence. 
1v6-7 Creation of the atmosphere – not perhaps as we would recognise it (being poisonous), but still gaseous and very dense (important 
understanding for later) – thus supported by science as having occurred in this sequence. 
1v8 And calling this heaven (now singular thus relates to the earth only) thus it now becomes the atmosphere we know of to support 
the life we know. This atmosphere full of water vapor to help later in the developmental growth of plants, thus dense cloud throughout the 
atmosphere to assist in plant life - thus supported by science as having occurred in this sequence.  
1v9-10 And the waters became separated in one place just as the land became to one place, - Rodinia as the single 
land mass separating due to plate tectonics - thus supported by science as having occurred in this sequence. And the single sea being 
Panthalassa- thus supported by science as having occurred in this sequence..  
1v11-12 Now all forms of plant life started - thus supported by science as having occurred in this sequence. 
1v13 States the closing of a long epoch of time where the atmosphere starts to clear - thus supported by science as having occurred in this 
sequence. 
1v14-19 The sun and stars now become visible because the atmospheric fog had now cleared (see 1v6-7) - thus supported by science as 
having occurred in this sequence.  
But how do we know that it was the atmosphere clearing rather than as the writer suggests ‘the stars were created now’?  Because the text 
clearly tells of the link between the stars and of the sun becoming discernable lights for the ‘earth based’ observer.  We have already been 
told that the sun was created to give us the day/night of 1v3 – so logically the sun could not be created again!  Thus the answer is actually 
within the text if we choose to look at it!   
Thus The Bible is telling us something very different to what the atheist is trying to impose upon the text. 
Therefore only blurredness through the obscurity of the atmosphere up to 1v13 just gave dark and light shades being utter opaqueness, thus 
the stars could not be discerned, until 1v14.  This is the whole point of these verses and why they have been specifically written like this to 
show what was occurring on the earth, for the earth - thus supported by science as having occurred in this sequence. 
1v20 Now forms of water life started - thus supported by science as having occurred in this sequence.  
1v20 Also then all forms of winged creatures (being insects) - thus supported by science as having occurred in this sequence.  
1v21 Then larger forms of water life started and more forms of winged creatures (being bird-like now)  - thus supported by science as 
having occurred in this sequence.  
1v22 These animals filled the earth being the varieties that we see in the fossil records - thus supported by science as having occurred in this 
sequence. 
1v23 Another epoch of time occurs.  
1v24 The earth then becomes filled with creatures and the varieties that we see in the fossil records - thus supported by science as having 
occurred in this sequence.    
1v25 The animals multiply within their own kinds = the multiplication of varieties along their own branch lines of “kinds” - thus supported 
by science as having occurred in this sequence. 
1v26 Then The Human was created as the end in the sequence of creation - thus supported by science as having occurred in this sequence. 
 
Now after ‘looking at the evidence’ I am somewhat struggling to find the contradictions that the writer is 
claiming.  I further suggest that he has not understood it, and I ask any readers who might agree with him to 
contact me and explain why I cannot explain the sequence as I have done. 
The other interesting thing is that The Bible is the only Master Reference Document of any religion of the world 
to be so precisely accurate (absolutely) in The Creation sequence as just stated here. Thus we are able to reject 
all other religious manuscripts because they are not supported by ‘third party’ scientific evaluation (particularly 
paleontology) – and by implication have no Authoritive Source behind them. This is the summation of just one 
fact (out of hundreds) that I use to become The Evidence to support my understanding of The Truth. 
For a start, it is only in the last 60 or so years that plate tectonics was known and Moses was writing about this 
some 3500 years ago! 

Did he have the scientific equipment and the research staff to come up ‘with these ideas’?  
Perhaps it was just one big guess – well if it was then he was remarkably lucky when all other religious sources 
got it hopelessly wrong being from The World for The World – so perhaps he did just have some external 
guidance! 
 
and has the Earth, grass, herbs, and fruit trees existing before both the sun and the stars.  
As I have just explained – the writer chooses to impose an invalid interpretation upon the facts as we now 
witness. With the same evidence I have put an equally valid case forward that I could with more detail by going 
deep into the original Hebrew to show that my interpretation more closely fits the original script than this atheist 
writer! 
 
Of course, if we have decided in advance to fit the words of Genesis to the findings of modern science by any means possible, 
we can certainly make the fit. 
I have not decided to do that “by any means possible” – I think what I have stated just drops out of the text!  I 
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most certainly have not performed mental gymnastics with the text as the writer can plainly see!  But I could 
counter this by stating: This is what the atheist writer has chosen ‘to see’ for self-imposed doctrinal reasons! 
 
However, given that every religious person denies the rationality of this method 
What method?  To make it fit?  I have not tried to make it fit – it is what the text directly tells me! 
Rather the writer has tried not to make it fit – and failed !!! 

Speak about bending the facts to suit a purpose – I hope they do not do this with fossil evidence to make 
it suit their doctrine? 

 
when people of other religions use it to demonstrate the truth of their holy texts, 
The writer is trying to make the link between “The Truth” as I have shown, being easily supported by science,  
with other ‘master documents’ that have absolutely no viability when compared with science evaluation.  Well 
he would if he is trying to rubbish The Bible’s contents with the contents of worldly sourced religious works. 
This is utter deception as the reader can now clearly see and thus sadly undermines this writer’s essay “In the 
defense of evolution” if he has to resort to deception as we have seen in many places within this piece. 
 
accepting such a method when considering one's own holy text would be hypocritical. 
Well I think the reader is starting to realize that this writer’s arguments are becoming futile.  Just look at The 
Evidence and evaluate The Evidence from all over The World and then reason upon it using cognitive processes 
that we all have – if we are only willing to do it by not craving to preconceived ideas. 
I have already shown in one tiny area how accurate The Bible is and how everything it states is supported by 
science, rather than making The Bible text fit scientific knowledge. I have already stated and I know because I 
have researched this, no other worldly religious manuscript comes remotely near to The Bible in its authenticity. 
And to support what I state I invite any religious representative from any worldly religion to contact me stating 
the original text of their master documents to refute what I state. 

So I ask the writer of this piece - does he really know what he is speaking about? 
 
If we refuse to embrace this double-standard,  
There is no double standard – I am inviting The World to give The Evidence to refute what I state here! 

But perhaps there is – maybe, being the other way around? 
 
then we must concede that the Genesis creation stories have the appearance of pre-scientific mythology.  
Would the reader really conclude this, from The Evidence given – would the reader agree with what this atheist 
writer has just claimed – “The Bible being just mythology”? 
The writer is correct in The Bible being pre-science and that is what makes The Bible even more remarkable, 
being that it is 100% correct as I have explained, being fully supported by modern scientific techniques – so is it 
now – just mythology?  How can it now be mythology if it is scientifically proven? 
Perhaps the writer might contact me and explain this to me – he has direct access to my email address! 
 
Therefore, again, if the creation stories 
As I have just demonstrated – they are not ‘just stories’ – but recorded events now proven by scientific analysis! 
And in The Millennium we shall have more evidence! 
 
of Genesis were inspired by God in the first place, 
This part is correct as I demonstrate with The Evidence. 
 
it is apparent that they were not likely intended by Him to offer an entirely true account of creation. 
Again in the phraseology the writer is trying to pour scorn over The Bible, but in reality has made himself rather 
foolish (being lacking in knowledge) and showing him to be highly religious in ignoring The Evidence and 
pouring scorn on what he perceives as any religion, because he has already preconceived ideas that “General 
Evolution” answers his questions on how life arrived to create ‘himself’.  
 
What, then, could their function be, if they were inspired by God?  
First – They were inspired by Yahweh. 
Second – They provided prophecies/archetypical/similes of people/places/events/times to show the authenticity 
of The Bible against such vain attacks as this original essay. 
Thirdly – To demonstrate that there are some humans who lived lives loved by Yahweh so that it was worth 
Jesus to become The Ransom Sacrifice – if not for them alone.  
Fourthly – To provide a route for our salvation through Jesus. 
Fifthly – To show the fallibility of humans. That a ‘chosen race is fallible’ as a pattern, that is why Yahweh 
“chooses/elects” (to quote The Bible) individuals of The Gospel Age to become “Sons of God”. 
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I can only speculate. 
Sadly with limited knowledge and also by closing your eyes to The Evidence – then that is all you can do! 
 
Perhaps they were meant to give the ancient Jews another strong element of culture to rally to in times of crisis. 
No it is not this – I cover the many, many facets elsewhere and thus invite the reader to discover the wonderful 
predicted patterns and prophesies by reading this website. 
 
The Jewish people and national identity have survived through conditions in which countless others have been destroyed or 
assimilated, 

Why does the reader think this was the case? 
Perhaps it was as The Bible clearly tells us – Yahweh was working through them for many reasons as this 
website most clearly explains! 
 
and their shared creation myths may be part of the reason why.  
His speculation is running over time here.  
1. They were not myths – we have shown that with the writer’s examples. But what you have seen is but the 
merest of what is in The Bible and this website explains so much more directly from The Bible! 
2, Also Yahweh was using them as His tool for much greater things – as this website very clearly explains. 
 
Perhaps these myths have served their purpose, 
The precise events, correctly scribed demonstrate The Authorship to be Divine in nature as this website shows. 
 
and were never meant to be collected into a book and preached as infallible truth forever.  
This is just so ridiculous – and will in the ‘test of time’ be shown to be ridiculous – I do not even wish to waste 
my time on unpicking this statement. 
 
I do not know;  
I and my reader can readily see that! 
 
I am not a theologian,  
You do not want to be – I am not – and if they are worldly, of whom most are, then they are more blind than you 
are - as this website exposes with evidence! 
 
nor even a believer, 
Hopefully if you read this website with an open and questioning mind – then perhaps you might just change. I 
would like you to change – because you do not realise what you are missing. 
As a maxim of this world states: “The more you learn, the more you realise what you do not know!” 
 
and am personally content to accept the stories as myths 
Please do not!  I welcome you to look at all The Evidence that I present on this website and come to that 
wonderful knowledge – just waiting for you – but it is up to you. I am doing my part to quote a phrase: “I can 
lead a horse to water but I cannot make the horse drink the water”.  It now becomes your responsibility to take it 
up now – and you will kick yourself hard when in The Millennium you come to the knowledge of what you 
freely chose to ignore! 
 
in which no god had a hand.  
I have to keep saying: Just read The Evidence and you will understand that Yahweh did have a hand in it - 
through His most wonderful son Jesus. 
 
But were I a believer, I would see some wisdom in the old dictum that Scripture tells us  
I know the whole Bible pretty well and I most certainly do not know of the following dictum from scripture – I 
suspect that it is something those worldly theologians dreamed up when they had nothing else to do with their 
life! 
 
how to go to Heaven, not how the heavens go.  
The Bible makes it clear that plural heavens mean ‘All the zones above the earth = The whole Universe’, and a 
singular heaven means ‘the local zone above the earth pertaining to the earth = The atmosphere and anything in 
space confined to the earth’. 
From this understanding the reader now realizes “how to go to Heaven, not how the heavens go” is a rubbish statement 
and thus certainly not from The Bible as this writer stated and thus is from The World, created by The World to 
sow confusion within The World. 
Further, standard worldly Bible translations do not carry this plural/singular information of “heaven” through in 
their translations and thus create mishmash set of ideas about what heaven really means – just to keep their 
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acolytes duped! 
 
I would recognize that I would still have faults and shortcomings 
That is because you where made special, from ‘the seed of Adam and Eve’ that separates you from the animal 
because you have that quality of moral reasoning. As The Bible tells us “Let us (Yahweh through Jesus) make 
man in our own image.” The image is now not physical but rather, mental capacity. We are told that the body is 
nothing and rots away, but it is the power of reason locked within ‘the personality’ (stored as the brain synapse 
mapping) that is retained by Yahweh to make that future clone of yourself for The Millennium – so that when 
you die it will be as The Bible tells us it will be: “as though you have been asleep” when you are resurrected and 
regain consciousness. 
 
even if there had been no historical Adam and Eve 
There was a historical Adam and Eve as this website so very clearly explains. 
 
to somehow pass their own sinfulness to their descendants. 
It is the misunderstanding of how this operates that pervades this planet – because it is the desire of ‘the present 
god of this world’. 
Adam and Eve were a new “kind”, being that ‘branch base’ being The Ultimate Creation of Jesus. 
Their fleshly body had all the required repair mechanisms to keep it in perfect working order for an eternity. 
However their personality was not proven. They were given the instruction to go and fill the earth and we see the 
variety now on the earth from their original DNA. 
They chose to ignore Yahweh’s Decree: “In the day you sin you will (begin to) die (eternally)”. 
They sinned and thus Yahweh stopped them from obtaining the essential enzyme material to sustain a perfectly 
operating body. We are told this in The Bible and see the stepped/quantized decay as subsections of the DNA 
broke down to give the stepped/quantized drops in life expectancy as specifically stated in Genesis to start 
forming the ‘Junk DNA’ we now see within our body. This was further exasperated by The Flood which bottle-
necked the ‘now perceived useful’ DNA as scientific evidence given by mitochondria mutation shows us. The 
differences in ‘population’ size and when it specifically occurred is discussed elsewhere on this website. 
So presently we are fulfilling the instruction to “go and fill the earth”. But in parallel Yahweh, is operating a 
redemption plan to enable Him to righteously give each one of us an additional ‘credit life’ (though Jesus’ 
selfless sacrifice), being just that one opportunity (being a resurrection into The Millennium) to learn how to live 
in a righteous society as this website most clearly and rigorously explains the full logic of how it is able to occur. 
However it would be pointless to try and RESET everything when: 

(1) The earth is not full and  
(2) Yahweh does not have his full quota of ‘Sons of God’ taken from The Gospel Age – being ‘The 
Prize’ spoken of within The New Testament. 

Thus in His omnipotent power He is able to wait until that instruction to “fill the earth” is complete before He 
then operates in The Most Righteous Manner to resurrect (in possibly 100 year stages as we are told in Isaiah) 
everyone to then teach them righteousness which they must practice. 
However I fully explain how all this operates on this website.  
Thus the sinfulness continuing through from Adam and Eve to us is because we are living within a corrupted 
DNA fleshly body that is being repeatedly ‘molded’ by the same faulty DNA, through successive generations. It 
is thus a learning process by experience, it is evident that living (being a practicing personality) away from 
Yahweh’s requirements leads to the death with a present life of pain and suffering. 
When we become RESET at our resurrection into perfected DNA bodies then we must transform our personality 
in an utterly new society where we are all instructed to “edify our neighbour” rather than to presently “take from 
our neighbour”. 
If we learn to RESET our personality over time then we shall live for an eternity in a perfect body. 
If however we choose not to RESET our personality, then like Adam and Eve as the example we shall sin and 
The Bible tells us we shall face our/The 2nd Death of annihilation at the end of The Millennium period. 
Please read this website to gain The Evidence to support this understanding. 
 
I would recognize that the arrival of a Messiah,  
Actually The Bible is very clear about this. During ‘The Gospel Age’ (being now) Jesus has ‘a Presence’ and ‘a 
Coming’.  Those humans who are actively fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire now during the 1st part of their life have 
what is termed Jesus’ presence within them. You see – they have already recognized the arrival of The Messiah 
by him operating within their heart. Those humans (= neighbours) around them, see this “presence” by the new 
personality that the apostle Paul tells us to put on, and that we are instructed to nurture this before we become as 
The Bible states ‘Born Again’ (but not as quoted by worldly Christians today – who have utterly the wrong idea 
of what it really means – because they could be ‘still born’ = born dead!)  
However those neighbouirs do not see The Presence of Jesus directly – that is why The Bible says it is Jesus’ 
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presence. But these neighbours will see the arrival of The Messiah upon their resurrection into The Millennium 
when this ‘credit life’ has been exercised on their behalf. 
So Yes!  – It is possible for The Writer to see the arrival now as ‘a presence’ if he so chooses. 

Does the writer desire to see the arrival of Jesus early? 
Or later at his resurrection? – The choice is his alone!  

 
or the return of a once-resurrected one,  
Yes – Irrespective of what this The writer does during the now 1st part of his life, he will most certainly see “The 
Return of The Once-resurrected One” upon his own resurrection into The Millennium – only made possible by 
“The once resurrected one” who led ‘The Way’. 
 
would be no less possible even if God never said "Let there be light."  
Sadly, I think the writer is trying to be ‘slick’, but has ‘lost it’ within his reasoning, sadly being so deficient in 
knowledge – and it is rather pointless in trying to unravel this by ‘joining in’. 
 
And I would recognize, above all, that to insist upon binding God to one's first impression of a text,  
I am glad that The Writer does, and thus I implore that The Writer follows his own advice, to read it a second 
time and a third, to gain the full information so that ‘worldly wise expressions’ as given above are not 
forthcoming only because The Writer will then realize his own foolishness, but not in personal reasoning 
capabilities, but only because he is so lacking in knowledge upon which to base his reasoning faculties. 
‘The wisdom’ then comes from ‘applying the knowledge correctly’ within one’s life. But sadly this writer cannot 
be wise because he has no accurate knowledge (external to his own ‘religion’) that he can apply in the first 
instance. 
However this website has been written to give him that knowledge – it is now up to him to inculcate it within his 
heart, demonstrated by a reformed lifestyle. 
 
disregarding His gift of reason, 
Never do that!  Always reason upon information. But it is essential to gather ALL the information first so that an 
accurate assessment may be made of this information. 

How can a correct conclusion be found if information is filtered before reason occurs? 
 
would be a sign of arrogance 
Yes and ignorance in understanding why “The gift of reason” should be used upon all the information being The 
Evidence. 
 
rather than piety. 
Piety means “Reverence for The Deity”, being The Desire to do His Will”. 
So this statement of The Writer’s, becomes an absurd statement to end with. Yahweh desires us all to exercise 
piety as the definitions give above.  Not just because this is the correct thing to do, but it will edify us and our 
neighbour’s own wellbeing to produce a righteous society to the ultimate Glory of Yahweh made possible 
through His Son, Jesus. This can only occur by each one of us gathering all The Evidence and then reasoning 
upon it and then acting upon it in our lifestyles. This will mean a personality shift from the present personality 
gained from the present environment, rather than the selfishness that the concept of ‘General Evolution’ infers 
and by ‘natural default’, confers upon its devoted acolytes. 
 
 
Conclusion 
To the rational believer, science is a means of using the God-given gift of reason to understand how God has actually done 
things.  
I fully concur with this statement. 
 
At one point in history, believers used to think that the Sun revolved around the Earth, because they thought the Bible revealed 
this infallible truth.  
Actually The Bible tells us in Job and in Psalms that “the world is circular and is held in a invisible path (orbit)”. 
It was just that the worldly representatives at the time did not understand what this meant! 
So it was not that The Bible was in error but rather human errant ideology, which incidentally was no different to 
what everyone else believed at the time. It was only a new idea of Copernicus, that was opposed. 
This is not just true in religious subjects but occurs very often within the science community where advocates of 
a new idea are ridiculed and ostracized by the science community. Two examples out of hundreds being (1) Plate 
Tectonics and (2) Whale communication.   
 
Science, however, revealed that the Earth revolves around the Sun. 
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This is a bad example for The Writer to use, as I have just briefly explained. 
 
Although some believers resisted this discovery bitterly at first, mistaking their own interpretations for the infallible word of God, 
As I have just explained. 
 
virtually all eventually came to understand that God simply could not have set things up the way they had thought. 
But that is not the problem with The Bible (as insinuated earlier, and many times in this essay) but rather the 
‘errant messengers’ who (while self-claimed to be) but demonstrated no desire in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire in 
their life. 
 
Now few believers think the Bible contains such a teaching at all.  
As explained – if you do not look for and then reason upon The Evidence! 
 
While believers will find the scientific view of the world enhanced and enriched by their religious beliefs, 
Actually for me it is the other way around.  When I see science advance (being mankind’s understanding of 
worldly mechanisms) and I embrace this because as I explain elsewhere (essay called ‘The God of the Gaps’) I 
see it confirming everything stated within The Bible – to convince me that The Bible is from The Intelligence of 
Whom, Who knew before, and has The Power to ensure that His Word comes to fruition just as declared within 
The Bible in the hundreds of prophecies – most of which have been proven! 
The point must be:  Does the writer (or the reader) desire to come to this knowledge early and take it up as a 
personality change now, or leave it until their last opportunity when resurrected into The Millennium when it 
will become more difficult to remove those entrenched and unwholesome personality traits? 
 
it is sheer folly to insist upon a point of doctrine, grounded in intuition and the authority of tradition, 
I utterly agree – and that is why I have an up-hill struggle to change the very worldly and thus errant Christian 
Doctrine that presently pervades all this earth! 
 
when scientific evidence indicates its falsity. 
I also logically argue the converse! 
I ask the reader to decide upon: Who is speaking “The Truth” here? 
 
The time will hopefully come when the creationists, like the geocentrists of old, set aside their dogmas and follow the light of 
reason so that they, too, may learn the great wonders science teaches of the universe, 
This will occur in The Millennium and also not only just those of science and of the science itself, but the whole 
of society will take on new knowledge from The Rightful King who will instruct/cajole/coerce them in how to 
behave for, and within, this future and most righteous society. This new society being made up of the members 
who have learnt from the mistakes of their former life (being the 1st part of their life) only made possible by The 
Righteous and most wonderful Undeserved Gift that Jesus gave to his personal creation being of his self sacrifice 
some 2000 years ago. 
 
and, if He exists, of God.[7] 
This most certainly will occur in The Millennium – as this website boldly 
proclaims/heralds/publishes/preaches/teaches! 
 
 
 
My Conclusion: 
 
I would like to use the metaphor of evolution to explain exactly precisely what is occurring to humans and will 
occur to humans in the future – because as the atheist uses this ‘concept tool’ of evolution to explain how we got 
here, then I would like to extend its use to explain where we are going – as The Bible specifically tells us! 
Clearly as I have shown, I base my reasoning upon The Evidence and thus I split ‘General Evolution’ into micro 
and macro evolution because that is precisely what The Evidence shows us. Thus we have Jesus creating the 
‘branch base’ jumps (macro-evolution) creating “Kinds” as The Bible clearly tells us, and variety that we 
witness initiated by ‘designed-in’ DNA change caused by the internal and external environment.  
Clearly the atheist ‘detests’ the idea that Jesus was involved in the ‘branch base’ through innovation during his 
experimentation all those hundreds of millennia ago so it becomes incumbent upon the atheist to disprove the 
‘support evidence’ that I can present to support what I claim, else they are in no position to ridicule my 
suggestion.  
They cannot use their concept of evolution – because as they propose, evolution is automatically outside what 
they claim ‘not to accept’. So how is one able to use some thing you religiously believe in (being General 
Evolution) to disprove something that you do not believe in – It is absolutely impossible!  Because you have 
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already stated by inference that the two do not overlap. 
It is like trying to disprove ‘long wave’ radio signals do not exist by using an FM radio receiver – the two do not 
overlap! 
The absolute very best an atheist can prove, is that ‘General Evolution’ may not require an external Intelligent 
Designer to initiate the discrete change that we see in the fossil records – but no more. 
Even if they did have that evidence (which they do not) then they cannot disprove that an intelligent designer did 
not have any involvement within the discrete jumps that we see within the fossil record. So irrespective of 
whatever they do, they are not in a position to disprove the existence of ‘A Deity’ with their present (and future) 
evidence – It seems that they are utterly unable to grasp this very logical concept – perhaps they do not want to – 
and hence avoid it! 
Thus it is imperative for their argument to move outside Evolution as a whole and disprove The Evidence from 
external sources to the concept of ‘Evolution’ that speak of This Deity (or Deities). To do that the atheists must 
venture forth into new areas for them to collect all The Evidence – they by logic have no other option! 
Now it depends where they want to go for this external evidence. 
Clearly ‘the present god of this world’ would like them to go to any source other than The Bible, because those 
sources come from ‘the present god of the world’ (to mislead/deceive) and that is to whom these people pray, 
being demonstrated by their fruitage – which we all witness.  Sadly the vast majority who claim to be linked to 
The Bible Source are equally praying to ‘the god of this world’ and this is again, demonstrated by their fruitage.  
Further these other sources (being other than The Bible) are full of holes within them and thus creates a twofold 
effect:- 

1. Entrenches the atheist’s reasoning – because of ‘the holes’ witnessed within the works. 
2. Takes the time away from atheist to investigate the one True Source – being The Bible. 

Both these things suit the purpose/motivation of ‘the present god of this world.’ 
However now the atheists are this far into the reading of this material, then hopefully they are already on this 
website (and if not, then please go to www.FutureLife.Org ) to be in the position to gather all The Evidence that 
I have, which convinces me that there is The Almighty God (called Yahweh or Jehovah – or Allah through 
censored material) and of His Son pertinent to this planet, being Jesus through whom all life can be attributed, 
when he used his Father’s building blocks being The Laws of Nature to create DNA. 
So let me expound what has occurred, is occurring and will occur based upon my interpretation of ‘evolution’. 
While the atheists are perfectly clear on how to use (micro) evolution to explain away the branch evidence, what 
they have never done is apply it to “personality”. This is perhaps a ‘step too far’ for them, because they assume, 
based upon their limited reasoning it cannot go beyond the present individual and jump to another because 
information is only contained within the hardware of the genes (perhaps I should slightly retract this – there is 
some research into to this new area).  
However I propose something quite different when applied to humans based upon what The Bible tells us. 
What separates The Human from animals is solely the reasoning faculties of The Brain, being moral decision 
making, rather than ‘decisions based upon instinct’ – or satisfying the immediate need based upon selfishness 
(hence Richard’s book The Selfish Gene, though the observation was correct, the explanation was wrong 
because selfishness is not based upon genes, but rather – inbuilt intelligence – I explain this elsewhere).  
However humans were given the ability to make moral decisions to override selfishness and this is the distinct 
separation that makes us ‘like God’. 

Power (being the employment of physical ‘mechanisms’) comes from Yahweh, but ‘morality’ from an 
individual’s intelligence – this understanding of what basically is ‘free choice’ is fundamental to our 
existence. 

It is because this is so fundamental – that The Bible makes it very clear we should freely mould our morality to 
suit Yahweh’s Desire of us, because we become protected by Yahweh (see later). It is because our morality can 
be molded by our environment, that Yahweh through The Bible is calling us out to mould ourselves around The 
Example set by Jesus – for our own safety and ultimately to produce a righteous society. 

Thus now understanding this we can apply it to ourselves. 
The Bible makes it perfectly clear that the body we presently occupy is nothing, it will die and rot away to 
nothing. And because our personality (moral decision making) is contained within the synapse construction, and 
our personality is only expressed to The World when the synapse construction is functioning correctly. 

Thus what can we conclude from that statement? 
As The Bible tells us when the synapse construction stops functioning – then we die forever.  Effectively we 
become annihilated – there is no ‘ethereal thing’ that wonders about in the ‘heavens’ after the synapse 
construction stops working – we are utterly dead – and as I state “Not even in a condition to realize that we are 
dead”. 
This ‘flies in the face’ of all religions – but quite simply they are wrong!  This concept as I explain is only to 
promote ‘The Lie’ of ‘the present god of this world’ who stated in the beginning “You shall not die” in direct 
contradiction to what Yahweh stated: “In the day you sin you shall (begin to) die (eternally).” 
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However The Bible in it original Greek uses a very special word for ‘the operating synapse construction’ – it is 
called “psuche” (StrongsTM 5590), however translators mix this word up very badly between “life” and “soul” 
depending how the whim takes them and thus presents a very confusing translation. My translation of The New 
Testament makes this distinction very clear for the reader.   
But The Bible also through The Word of God (Jesus) tells us that this “psuche” can be retained in the heavens 
(plural and thus outside the realm of this earth) and Jesus called this ‘heavenly treasure’. 

What is being spoken of is the ‘synapse construction’ MAPPING. 
Thus having this ‘mapping profile’ means that ‘a clone’ can be reproduced that is to all intents and purposes 
precisely the same person. It is important to note that it is not a physical DNA clone (as humans are now 
producing today) but rather a ‘personality clone’. Thus this ‘personality’ can be transferred into a new body that 
instead of being based upon DNA, it can be placed within any functioning medium. 

The example I give is with computer hardware and software. 
The computer hardware is the fleshly frame and the software is the synapse mapping. 
Thus a computer hardware is dead and not functioning without the software. Likewise the software is dead and 
not functioning when it is on a disc.  But bring the two together and you then have “psuche” operating within a 
system that has now become alive.  

This is the basis of all animal life during the ‘evolutionary’ period up to now. 
If the body dies then the operating system also dies unless it is retained by what is called a “Ghost back-up”.  
This is precisely what Yahweh is doing to each one of us, providing that “Ghost back-up” of our ‘synapse 
construction mapping’ that can be reused at any time in the future, and not immediately after our death – which 
is another lie from all worldly based religions. 
It is not actually in our own best interests for Yahweh to use it immediately – but only when The Millennium 
starts at The General Resurrection. I meticulously explain the detailed logic behind all this elsewhere on the 
website. 
Thus just as I am able to program silicon memories with software to enable a functioning entity operating 
because of this software, then equally Yahweh is able to do it on a more grand scale. 

Perhaps the reader does not think this is possible?  
But my reply would be: 
Darwin some 150 years ago could not even in his wildest dreams contemplate what I do everyday in electronics. 
Further:- 

Could Darwin comprehend body scanners based upon nuclear resonance? 
Or scanners that are now able to directly watch the brain activity being the individual neurons firing? 
FMRI scanners for more general brain activity? 
Or remote mechanical robots being directly controlled by brain implants? 

But when we are compared to Yahweh and what He is able to do with The Laws that He created (most of which 
we can only presently dream of) then we are more cretin-like than stone-age man. 

After that preamble I need to get back to what made us different to animals. 
Jesus had refined his creation technique to create a DNA based frame that would last forever, having all the 
necessary self repair mechanisms to give eternal life and that is what Jesus based Adam and Eve upon – to fill 
the earth with perfected DNA bodies and to produce a righteous operating society. There was a caveat, being 
where ‘the plug could be pulled’ upon this creation – it required the correct enzyme based material being 
physically consumed to maintain the DNA ‘system support structure’ operating correctly for eternal life.   
However what Humans had, were perfect bodies with immature morality. The morality issue was untried and 
untested in Jesus’ earlier examples of his creation. But now he had created a ‘complete package’ being 
everlasting life and a creature that could make decisions based upon ‘morality issues’ something unknown in 
earlier animal life on this planet. 
However the first human pair exercised their “God given right” using their immature ‘morality reasoning’ and 
made a mistake by going against Yahweh’s Decree which was given as a warning to all entities operating in The 
(His) Universe, being those who have the option to make a ‘moral decision’ with its benefits and curses.  
‘The plug was pulled’ on this creation by stopping this Ultimate Creation of Jesus becoming an everlasting 
pariah, by removing humans from the material source that gave physical everlasting life to their DNA frames, 
and the DNA quantized decay occurred as The Bible tells us through ‘system support collapse’ to give what we 
now see as the Junk DNA being the now useless left-over system support material for eternal life. 
And that is how it could have stayed until we destroyed ourselves which is near to our present time where The 
Bible states: 

(1) “Unless Yahweh steps in all flesh will be destroyed”, 
(2) “times so bad as never have been before”. 

Thus Jesus learning of the future (having been told by Yahweh where Jesus’ Ultimate Creation will take now the 
whole of Jesus’ life’s work into ultimate destruction) then he had to make a choice over that ‘Ultimate Creation 
of his’. 
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Was Jesus prepared to step in at some time during its operation to remove from ‘the comprehensive 
curse’ of eternal death now applicable to all humans who were now “filling The Earth through the 
succeeding generations” as Jesus originally desired. 

Because many humans living through these 6000 years were sincerely wonderful people making the correct 
moral decisions, by themselves already effectively living in that future society demonstrated by their works, who 
put their neighbour’s welfare and well-being before their own.  These few specific humans did not deserve to be 
under that all-comprehensive curse forced upon them by their ancestors Adam and Eve.  
But rather allow the inevitable destruction of the human race, Jesus provided a righteous/equitable method where 
these specific ones and all other humans could in the future, be in the position where all these humans could 
make a personal moral decision on their future when knowing all the facts of: 

(1) living away from Yahweh’s requirements and  
(2) living within Yahweh’s requirements.  

It would be best to ‘fill the earth’ so all people of the future know how bad it is away from Yahweh’ 
requirements to be learning from this horrible experience before we have another opportunity (this time being 
our last) to then get it right by living within (according) to Yahweh’s requirements. I explain logically, precisely 
why this must be held back – just as The Bible distinctly tells us (but it is most certainly not what the very 
confused self-appointed worldly Christian leaders tell us). 

But getting to that future state as it originally stood, was not possible! 
We as a unique species were stuck – there was absolutely nothing we could personally have done to escape from 
this curse.  We could/can not do anything, but we live and we die, and our personality dies with us – we 
personally as an individual become annihilated – that was to be our future – for all of us! 
That is it! – We have failed Yahweh’s requirement of us and thus become subject to His Decree. 
We have NO future – irrespective of what any worldly religion states – and I most welcome the very best 
advocates to contact me by email and logically explain precisely how they personally get over this ‘problem’! 

However The Bible tells us something very different. 
It tells us that we have no chance of doing anything ourselves to get ourselves into this RESET position where 
we have an opportunity to get our life straightened out by what we have learnt from our past mistakes, and to be 
guided how to make the correct decisions upon resurrection into our ‘FutureLife’. 

But unless some outside entity can do this for us. 
The Bible clearly explains who this entity was. 
It was our personal “creator who so loves The World of his creation” that he was prepared to step-in to give his 
Ultimate Creation (with the capability of making moral decisions) a RESET point in their lives to correct their 
‘moral making decision process’ based upon what was learnt earlier (being from the mistakes of our life). 
Jesus did this by offering a ‘like for like’ direct equivalence for what was lost (eternal life), to enable just this 
RESET condition to occur. The Bible calls this atonement, a covering, a ‘blotting out’ of what occurred before in 
our lives before we came to know of Yahweh’s Desire of us.  
There was no other option, because Yahweh having ALL POWER (= “I make become what I choose to become”) being 
utterly righteous/equitable cannot operate against what He Desires to occur for an eternity within His Universe – 
being that we must not sin against His Desire. 
If we sin then righteously we die eternally this has never been repealed and never will be repealed for reasons 
stated in the previous sentence. 
Thus the only thing that can change on an individual basis is the ‘moral decision’ making processes, to enable us 
to live forever in a RESET perfected DNA body. 
We only get this RESET perfected DNA body because Jesus righteously give himself to cover our sinful state 
leading to eternal death being ‘the curse’ that ‘the present god of this world’ has/had over us. 
Thus Yahweh is able to provide a unique RESET perfected body for our ‘conscious personality’ to operate 
within only because Jesus (our creator) has offered this atonement/covering/{blotting out} to occur of our 
previous ‘moral decision’ making processes operating in a condemned fleshly body due to the ‘moral decision’ 
making processes of our first two ancestors that he created, being the ‘branch base’ of the new “kind” that was to 
fill the earth.  

We are now filling the earth as The Bible stated ‘must occur’ first. 
Now let us return to the macro and micro evolution that is occurring to the human “Kind” during the last 6000 
years. 
Based upon the earlier text the reader must now understand that a human’s life now becomes a 2 part life.  
The 1st part is to experience the miserable side of life and the 2nd part is to experience the glorious side of life 
applicable to all humans where selfishness and self-gratification is banished out of society. Being a society 
where everyone will be mutually edifying their neighbour’s needs. Jesus showed the “Nearness” in application 
some 2000 years ago of this time that I call The Millennium (please see Glossary). 
This is going to be a two-way culture shock for some humans.  Those who are presently receiving a 
horrendously oppressive life during this present (1st ) part of their life will be overjoyed when resurrected into 
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the 2nd part of their life. But those humans who are presently operating as the ‘oppressors for self-gratification’ 
(and this can take any form – including basic hypocrisy) will be resurrected into a most distressful situation, only 
because they need to seriously reform their character/personality/lifestyle to become successful in this new 
society. It will be possible for some individuals to reform their personality (by reforming their synapse 
construction being a “God given gift” to all humans), but others will fail (by refusing to learn righteousness) and 
thus be ejected from this new society at The 2nd Death of annihilation. This will be the complete end of their 2 
part life – at this point it will be as though they had never existed.  All this is precisely what The Bible tells us – 
but is never preached by those humans (being worldly Christian leaders) who should, being the ones who have 
been specifically commanded to preach this Good News of Yahweh’s Acceptable Year! 

I thoroughly explain all this within this website. 
In the beginning I said this was an ‘evolutionary process’ and now I shall explain how. 
As I stated earlier the fleshly body is destined for ultimate destruction, because we will be resurrected into a 
perfect DNA body provided by Yahweh. The Bible in Ezekiel gives a perfect descriptive example being the 
prophesy of “The Valley of Dry Bones”, and even describes the ‘programming of the retained synapse mapping’ 
into these entities after they have been put together as “Yahweh breathing upon them” (breath also means spirit 
in The Bible – representing an ‘operating synapse construction’  Please see Glossary).  
Thus from an evolutionary point of view we move from ‘the DNA’ to now ‘the personality’ operating at the 
synapse level.  
Thus now we realize as before, it was Jesus who created the new ‘branch base’ of a “Kind” by forming The 
Human pair and is now allowing them to multiply and fill the earth over the present 6000 years. However it is 
‘The Personalities’ of the individuals that are now becoming all ‘the varieties’ that we witness caused by the 
environment along the branch rather than the physical DNA which being imperfect is destined for destruction 
(incidentally caused by humans at both ends of this branch – unless Yahweh steps -in)! 
Thus rather than fossils of the DNA being retained for us to see along the branch, rather it is Yahweh stepping-in 
and retaining the ‘synapse construction’ mapping of all these personalities along the branch being stored like 
software on a ‘disk’ in a library-like repository and they will stay there until required for future resurrection to 
form an identical ‘personality clone’ to that human from whom the synapse mapping was taken. Thus for every 
human when resurrected – it will be just like as having been “asleep” – specifically as The Bible tells us. 
But rather than being placed in a fleshly body having Junk DNA within its genome (as it is today through the 
reproduction process to “fill the earth” as commanded), it will have fully functioning DNA that has all the 
‘system support’ to constantly keep repairing the body from decay (already it is recognized that ‘the body’ is 
fully replaced about seven times over the course of a human life). 
But that is at another ‘branch base’ to occur in the future. That new future ‘branch base’ again has only been 
made possible by another action of Jesus Christ. The first ‘branch base’ was to create us Humans with a ‘moral 
reasoning personality’ (that separated us from animals) in perfect bodies that our ancestors effectively destroyed, 
but now the second ‘branch base’ has only been made righteously possible by his selfless sacrifice (in risking his 
own very existence in a corruptible DNA based body) some 2000 years ago to enable his Father Yahweh to 
operate, just as Yahweh showed all of us when He resurrected His Son Jesus from what would have been 
everlasting Death (had he sinned during the 3.5 year assessment period – to be mimicked at the end of The 
Millennium for all of us = a perfect balance). So that now our individual future does not depend upon our 
ancestors (Adam and Eve) ‘moral decision making’ that rippled down through the generations with faulty DNA, 
but rather our own ‘moral decision making’ made solely on an individual basis – it becomes our personal 
responsibility.   

Can the reader start seeing the logical righteousness of The Plan constructed by Yahweh? 
Yahweh showed us that resurrection was possible by demonstration to retain Jesus’ fleshly synapse mapping and 
program it back into a new body to produce a personality clone of Jesus. However I meticulously explain 
elsewhere the logical reason why Jesus was righteously not resurrected back into a fleshly DNA body, but rather 
what The Bible terms a ‘celestial/heavenly/spiritual body’ based upon something other than DNA of which I 
have not the faintest idea what physical principal it operates on!  This naturally put Jesus back into his original 
‘celestial/heavenly/spiritual body’ that he had prior to our creation. 
There is no difficulty in logically accepting this, because just as software can be loaded onto one type of 
computer hardware and it operates successfully, also and the same software be loaded on different type of 
computer hardware and can still operate – then likewise we have a similar situation here. 
The reader must remember what I have described is only what man can do and it mimics precisely, thus 
underwrites the logic behind The Bible events – Yahweh is infinitely more capable than us and thus able to 
perform what we presently assume is beyond us - being the obvious ‘hooking-up’ to our synapse mapping. 
However I would not believe any of this! – If I had not the assurance that This Intelligence also had The Power 
to ensure what was stated in The Bible being The Evidence (likened to a fossil record) as 
prophecies/allegories/archetypical/similes of people/events/places/times were fulfilled exactly as specified 
beforehand to form this meticulous plan of salvation that I have explained. 
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Remember also, that the scribes who wrote this down also wrote down alongside “I do not understand this” but 
they still faithfully wrote it down for our edification at the end times – which have now arrived. 

This is what I so succinctly explain on this website. 
Thus this theme of micro-evolution develops as we continue down the next branch where our personality is 
reformed to a new set of environmental conditions, being one of a perfect society ruled then by Jesus as the 
rightful king, rather than ‘the present god of this world’ hijacking any form of worship (of any type – including 
being an atheist) from Yahweh (please see “Worship” and “Works” in Glossary). Thus any forms of life that are 
unable to develop correctly along the branch drop out as ‘dead ends’ (as not ‘born again’ = ‘still born’), these are 
the humans who refuse to reform their personality/lifestyle and thus face their/The 2nd Death being now one of 
annihilation. Those who reform along the branch influenced by the environment working on their personality 
shall come through at the end of the branch being successful, as some examples of other present branches being 
the crocodile or shark who successfully came through. 
These successful humans will live for an eternity in perfected DNA bodies (created by Yahweh, made possible 
by Jesus) with now a personality that has been perfected (by one’s self working hard) to righteously live in a 
wonderful society where all mutually assist each other because ‘the environment’ has made it like this. And then 
in the future, when we remember back to the 1st part of our life prior to our resurrection – we quickly reason:  

“We just do not want to go back there again – because we love this new society!” 
Thus, this becomes the positive feedback to enhance our personality into a positive direction. 
And this new society is one loved by Yahweh, being a creation of Jesus, loved by Jesus.  This society now 
comes off ‘the pariah list’ and will be allowed to intermingle with other forms of righteous life teeming within 
Yahweh’s Universe. 
The reader must understand this is but the merest of overviews, but utterly supported by 
prophecies/allegories/archetypical/similes of people/events/places/times that give support and thus credence to 
what I have outlined here. Also it is a logical scenario – the only thing that cannot be presently scientifically 
explained is the low level detail.  I cannot explain that low level detail because I do not have that knowledge – if 
I did then I would be God! 
But I ask the reader if they have a car, it takes them from place to place and you as the driver have the ability to 
do this by turning the key to start the engine. 
Then I ask you: 

Do you know to the lowest level how the car works when that ignition key is turned? 
And there is no difference here. 150 years ago they could not have conceived of the existence of a car – they 
only had horses being the result from another ‘branch base’. Humans made the ‘branch base’ of a car, where 
some humans (being the designers and others) know the lowest level and others (being the users) do not – but 
just use it. 

Conceptually what is the difference between this and what I propose? 
I really invite the atheist to carefully contemplate on this information – but please, no rather - I insist; do not take 
it at face value – else quite rightly it is utterly worthless and makes what I propose as being no more reasonable 
than any worldly religion, that has been created for this present worldly system by ‘the present god of this world’ 
to mislead and confuse – but rather, gather The Evidence to support what I state by reading the whole of this 
website for your edification.  Then make a rational and informed decision. 

Finally if you do not gather The Evidence that I eagerly present to you on this website, then how are 
you able to criticize what I have presented here? 

You need to gather the tools, and then learn how to use them! 
Else you become no different to some humans claiming ‘religious zealots’ are bigots because they condemn 
evolution without looking at the evidence! 
 
Finally - this logical statement now becomes enacted for The Atheist to reason upon. 
Given this synopsis of a ‘possible’ hypothesis that eminently fits The Evidence which I present on this website 
then it becomes incumbent for the atheist to disprove what I have stated here – else based upon quality of 
‘reason’- I have everything and the atheist has nothing!  
One thing that is utterly illogical is for an atheist to hide behind his/her conception of ‘general evolution’ which 
is only half correct to try and disprove my concept of reality, that actually uses his/her evidence to support my 
hypothesis of reality – being this parallel plan of salvation in operation! 
 
 
 
 
Notes 
[1] This article is a revision of a pamphlet I wrote in 1994. I have rewritten it in part to clarify my main line of argument and to 
offer new lines of argument and exposition where my thinking has changed, but primarily to correct parts where the tone of the 
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pamphlet was overly hostile. The reader should understand that I was reacting to creationists who painted evolutionists as 
inveterate sinners and arrogant buffoons who hated God and loved sin, and were responsible for every single evil, real or 
imaginary, that had ever appeared on the face of the Earth. In light of such creationist excesses, I hope I may be forgiven for 
retaliating in kind in my youthful exuberance. I continue to believe that such creationists, who unfortunately still seem to 
comprise a substantial proportion of the creationist vanguard, deserve every insult I have thrown back at them. However, I have 
also come to realize that the average creationist on the street is just like everyone else: someone with limited time and 
resources, who is doing his or her best to discover the truth and navigate an uncertain world. I do not believe such people are 
stupid, even when they have been convinced by self-important propagandists in their religious communities to reject sound 
science, and I therefore regret that the earlier version of this article tarred all creationists with the same brush. 
[2] What follows is not by any means intended to be a comprehensive catalogue of such places; instead, it offers only a couple 
of representative examples, which more or less make the point. 
[3] Except where this can reasonably be explained by the incompleteness of the fossil record. Human fossils in Precambrian 
strata, for instance, could not be explained in this way. 
[4] Because of new molecular and fossil evidence, the working hypothesis that whales evolved directly from the mesonychids (a 
now extinct kind of ungulate) is no longer accepted. Instead, the evidence indicates that whales evolved from artiodactyls 
(another kind of ungulate), which are themselves descendants of early mesonychids. 
[5] One example among many: the 214th General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church (USA) passed a resolution the second 
article of which "Reaffirms that there is no contradiction between an evolutionary theory of human origins and the doctrine of 
God as Creator" (National Center for Science Education 2002:7). 
[6] Friedman's book is highly recommended to those who want to understand who the different writers were, what their different 
concerns and motivations were, and how this is known. 
[7] This article is, of course, brief, based as it is upon a mere pamphlet. I have not come even close to listing all of the lines of 
evidence for evolution, nor have I taken up many creationist objections and replies. For the first, I would recommend visiting the 
Talk.origins archive at www.talkorigins.org. For the second, I have done extensive work at www.vuletic.com/hume/cefec/. 
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